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:• GEOLOGY OF LA MINER A OCCIDENTAL 
BOSCH?: So Ao 9 AND THE GOTO 

' FRANCISCO  ̂ PINAR DEL ■
: : ; ' ' ■ ' RIO, -CIIBA:'

- -  ̂ W,,r y :

. - " , - William Bo Purcloxn ;' •  ' •

: ' ' ' ABSTRACT ' -

The Goto Fraricisco and La Minera Occidental Bosch,. S. A. , ’ 

are located in the Pinar del Rio province in western Cuba, The oldest 

rocks on the island, Mesozoic sediments, are found in this portion of 

Cuba,, and strike northeastwardly, parallel to the trend of the island • 

axise Various mineralized districts are situated within the Pinar del 

Rio pr ovince. These constitute a copper belt which lies on the north

west flank of the ridged province between the centrally located Organ 

Mountains and the Gulf of Mexicoo

.- . v;-' : Rocks present in the Goto FrancisCo include the Upper Jurassic 

San Gayetano formation, the Vinales formation of Lower Cretaceous age, 

and various lgnepusToCkso : . - ' / . . ’

The San Cayefano formation consists of a thick series of 

alternating phyllites, slates. Sandstones, and quartzites which have



locally been Intensely folded, Disharmonic folding is common with the 

phyllite and slate layers being more strongly contorted between more 

competent sandstone or qnartzite layers. The formation strikes north

easterly, and faulting within the formation generally parallels the strike,, 

There is also a cross-cutting tensional fault set Which trends northwest

wardly and two sets of shear'fractures^ one striking north-northeast 

and the other striking west-northwest. The intersection of the two 

■ ■major fault sets plus the'fault wedges created by 'the. intersection of the 

shear faults furnished loci for the development of ore bodies like that 

present at the Bosch mine® v

The mildly metamorphosed Vinales formation is composed of 

a relatively pure limestone which forms the steep-sided Organ Moun

tains that. extend '.in. a northeastward direction-through the pr ovince, '

parallel to the strike of the San Cayetano beds. The Organ Mountains 

lie southeast of the gently rounded hills which are characteristic of the 

weathered San Cayetano formation,, Between the limestone mountains 

and the shale hills lies the Valle Francisco, or Francisco valley. It is 

in this valley that igneous rocks crop out= ■ ■ /: ■;

Igneous intrusions occur where persistent northwest-trending 

tensional breaks intersect the dominant northeast-trending fractures. 

Igneous or meta-igneous rock types represented include serpentinites5 

amphiboliteSj, and a brecctated intrusive hyalocrystalline andesite, A



kinship between these rocks and the ore bodies present in the area may 

be inferred; though mineralization is nowhere observed intimately related 

to-the igneous rockSj, the intrusions are 'always, found in the general vi~ - 

cinity of the ore deposits.

The Bosch ore bodys as well as similar deposits contained 

within the Pinar del.Rio copper zone, is localized by structural features. 

The intersection of northeast-trending faults with northwest-trending 

tension fractures forms a plunging linear shattered zone which provided 

the loci for ore deposition. The ore body is correspondingly pipe-like 

in habit. The ore solutions were locally influenced (within the ore body) 

by the wedges formed by the interseetlon of the shear fractur es. These 

fault wedges may be seen on a variety of'scales, from a hundred feet or 

more to a few inches. All of the copper deposits in the area were em- 

placed in the San Cayetano formations, and the deposition was probably 

pre-Vinales (post-Upper Jurassic^ .pre-Lower Cretaceous). .

The shattered fault wedges were favored for ore deposition in 

the upper portions of the or e bpdy. but the limbs of the wedges fan out

ward with depth to thin, widely-spaced fissures. The mineralization is 

restricted to these fractures and the ore grade is correspondingly lower.

. y Sulphide minerals-at the :Bosch mine include pyrite, chalcopyrite5 

sphalerite^ and galena, introduced in that order. Widespread silicifica- 

tion and less extensive sericitization and chloritization of the wallrock



accompanied the introduction of the sulphide material. A poorly devel

oped and discontitoous halo of drusy pyrite locally envelopes the ore 

body. The mineralization at the Bosch mine is generally similar to 

" that of other copper ore bodies in the province. ' \

Present at the Bosch mine* Matahambre miriê  and less notice

ably at.smaller mines in the area? are outcrops of massive hematite 

which do hot coincide spatially with the ore bodies? but are exposed to 

the southwest of the or e bodies at the Bosch and Matahambre mines.

This material might represent oxidation.products from original sulphides? 

however? no sulphides have been found beneath them. The iron oxide 

• • ■ outcrops are aligned with, the ore bodies along the northwest tensidnal ' 

direction. Outcrops of igneous material are also commonly found along 

thi# alignment, ' : . . - , , , ; ' . '
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lo SGOFE OF. THE INVESTIGATION . •, ' : . ; .

This dissertation is concerned specifically with the geology of 

the Goto Francisco^ or Franeisco-region?' and the copper ore body at 

La Miner a Occidental Doscb, S. A- However  ̂ since the area is outside 

the continental United States, and therefore persons reading this report 

likely will riot be familiar with the geology and physiography of Guba8 

and everi less With that of the province of Pinar del Eio, the author has 

included short summaries of these subjects.

The geography  ̂ physiography  ̂ and geology of Cuba are briefly 

treated ,̂ and these subjects are covered in more.detail where they are 

concerned with the Pinar del Bio province- References on these sub

jects are cited for the convenience of anyone wishing to further pursue 

them- ■ ' , :

The field work on which this dissertation is based was done 

from the latter part of May to the latter part of December 1956. This ., 

time was allotted to subsurface mapping of the Bosch mine  ̂ detailed 

surface mapping in the immediate vicinity of the mine# and reconnais

sance mapping of the general area on a regional scale-

The ore body at La Miria Bosch is exposed by workings on four 

levels which are approximately 100 feet apart. The structure# lithology# 

mineralogy# and alteration of the ore body were mapped on a base map



of; scale 1 inch equals 20 feet. 'The surface above and adjacent to the - 

ore body was mapped on a topographic base map of scale 1 inch equals 

250 feet. The regional geology was mapped on aerial photographs sup

plied by the Cuban government (Batista regime). These photos were of 

the scale l td  3B3 ©00.

Both the local and regional areal geology maps were prepared 

in an effort to help determine the larger controls which were instru

mental in the localisation of the Bosch ore body as well as a few smaller 

copper properties in the region.

Geochemical analyses were run on samples collected from 

the capping of the Bosch ore body. Petrographlc work was done on the 

rocks in the area to deter mine their Composition and classification^ and 

polished sections of ores from the Bosch ore body were examined to de

termine their mineralogy and paragenetic histOry. An effort to ascertain 

the temperature of formation of the deposit was made by X-ray deter

mination of the cell size of sphalerites from each of the four levels in 

the-mme. . /: v;. ; ' ' - -



a, LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHY ' ‘

. (2.1) Location and Geography of Cuba:

Cntoa Is sitiia.te<l to tM soiitheast of the Gnlf of Mexico, and 

lies between 74® west longitude and, 85° west longitude  ̂ 19° 30f and

: 23 39®:ndrthdatittide0,: ; ' ■; "

The island is arcuate in shape5 convex toward the northeasto 

Measured along an arcuate central axis the island is about 785 miles 

long. The'width varies from-25/to: 12# miles, :

Cuba is divided into six pr ovinces. These provinces and their 

capital cities are shown on figure I. All of these provinces are exposed 

bn the north and south to the Gulf of Mexico  ̂ Atlantic Ocean, or the 

■Caribbean Seas although the province of Matanzas has a very limited 

shor eline on the south coast of the island.

(2.2) Location and Geography of the Pinar del Rio Province:

Pinar del Rio, the westerhmost province of Cuba5 is included 

Within 82° 30® to 85® west longitude, and 21® 40® to 23® 10® north lati

tude (fig. .2)1 .

Southwest of westernmost Cuba (Cabo San Antonio) about 130 

miles across the Yucatan Channel lies the Yucatan Peninsula. The
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/_ northern coast of the 'Pinar del Rio province is' no more than 150 m iles':: 

from the Florida Peninsula, Thirty-five miles southeast of the province 

across the Batanabo 'Gulf is the lsle of Pines, beyond which is the Car

ibbean Sea, :

■ The greatest length of the province- measured from northeast 

to southwest is about 150 miles. Its average width is approximately 35 

■ mileSj and its area is 5? 475: square miles? or about 12 percent of Cubans 

: total area,

V Pinar del Rio is the narrowest of the provinces^ its shape being 

elongate with its axis trending northeasterly. Both the northern and 

southern coastlines, ar e spotted with many small islands and keys.

The eapitar and largest city in the province is Pinar del Rio? 

with i  population of about 40/000, Pinar del Rio and all towns of any 

siae in this province lie on the Central Highway  ̂ which extends south

westerly down the length of the province from the Habana province to 

the city of Pinar del Rio. Although the Central Highway terminates at 

Pinar del Rio, a paved road continues to the town of Guane, situated 

. within: 15 or 20 miles of the western tip of the island. It is from this 

road between Pinar del Rio and Guane that the area covered by this re

port  ̂ as well as Matahambre and many smaller copper properties^ may 

be reached, : ■ / ' .

; Guane is the terminus. of the. ra ilro a d  on which the concentrate 

from the Bosch mine is hauled to Habana,



7 ,

La Minera
Occidental Bosch, 8. A.

of the' Binar del Bio province. ' • The Goto Francisco includes a portion 

of the Organ Mountains  ̂ the Valle Francisco, and a portion of the shale 

Mils to the northwest of the Valle Francisco in the north-central part of 

the province (figure 3). The turnoff to the Minera Occidental Bosch is 

located at the kilometer 48 marker on the northern highway between 

Pinar del Bib and Ouane@ at a small settlemeht: called La Guira?. or Los 

AcostaSo - . ' . ; ' . ■

'■ The Bosch property includes' some 13 denouncements'(claims) 

covering about 2,100 hectares or approximately 5,200 acres.
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3, PHYSIOGRAPHY

(3*1) • Physiography'of Cuba;

Cuba has been vaxiously 'divided physiographically by several 

authors. While some authors list only three physiographic regions. 

Palmer; (1945). lists as many as eight. The titles of these eight regions 

provide a clear picture of the physiography of the island (figure 4):

1) the Organ Mountains of Pinar del Rio;

, , ' - 3). the' Cayetano Plain in.aorthern Pinar del Rio;.

. 3) the uplifted Habana-Matanzas region; ;

4) the southern coastal plain, incorporating parts of Pinar del
: ;i:': -v' Rio, Habana, andMatanzas provinces; / V ;V

5) Las Villas, which is extremely Complicated physiograpMcal-

: ^  : .. :: v r v  '

. . 6) the southern, coastal plain of Camaguey; ■ •

7) the uplifted and intruded ar ea northwest of Camaguey and
/’ driente; ; ; ’ .

; :v'r'-; ■ 8) ,the Sierra Maestra and mountainous area to the extreme ■
-  ; east of O r i e n t e ® . .y -

—
There are two types of mountain ranges or hills in the Pinar

del Rio province—the shale hills and the limestone mountains*
;- .I - ' :'.- ' : ' . : ' "̂ ' ' \ ^ '''
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t f e  limestone mountains wMeh occupy, the central portion of 

\t$ie prflvince-are, a part of tie  .drgati Mountains®.' They, strike south- . 

westerly through most of the pr ovince  ̂ then turn almost due south in 

the vicinity of Guane,, The gently rounded mountain tops ar e in con

trast to the steep to vertical: sides., Streams draining the area have 

dissected the mountain chain and the resulting large segments have 

been given namesf  such as the Sierra de San Carlos^-Sierra de Los 

Acostasg Sierra de Francisco^ etCo (figure 3)® The smaller isolated 

patches of limestone have been termed mogotes.

The shale hills which flank the Organ Mountains to the south

east and northwest are fairly; rounded and-exhibit a.mature topography. 

The maximum relief approaches 400 feet. These shale hills show 

progressively less relief toward the Gulf of Mexico to the north and the 

Batanabb Gulf to the south. Boughly parallel to both coastlines is an 

irregular marginal strip of swamp or marsh land (figure 5)=

From Guane to Vinales numerous valleys have been formed 

between the limestone mountains and the shale hills® Many of these 

valleys have been grouped and called the Valle IntramontanOd The large 

Valle totramontano includes the Valle de Vinalesg Valle de San Carlos  ̂

Valle de Luis Lazo5 and others.
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(3,3) Local Physiography and Topography;

H. R4 Miller (1941) in Ms private r eport on the Francisco 

group of nimes aptly desbMbes the topography and physiography of the 

area immediately surrounding the Bosch mine, The following descrip

tion is taken largely from that report. .

The most prominent topographic feature in the immediate 

vicinity of La Miner a Occidental Bosch is Iron Mountain, an elliptical

shaped mass extending in a northeasterly direction. The Los Apostas 

range of the Organ Mountains is due east of this mountain, in this 

locality the limestone mountains tr end northeast. The north end of 

tMs rangb is called the Sierra de Francisco, and the south end is named 

the Sierra de Los Scostas, . The limestone mountains in this area reach 

about the same elevation as Iron Mountain. The flanks of the limestone 

mountains are steep to vertical.

The shale hills northwest of the limestone mountains form two 

fairly distinct ridges® both roughly parallel to the trend of the limestone 

mountains. The two ridges have been cross-cut by various streams,, 

producing a series bf elongate hills.

To the west of Iron Mountain the topography slopes westward 

toward the Gulf of Mexico, Parallel to the coast the slope levels out to 

a gently rolling plain, Southwest of Iron Mountain the two parallel shale 

ridges with their intervening stream valleys slope toward the sea. The



Iron Mountain,



4c GEOLOGYQF GUBA ■ ; ■ ; X .

In tMs seetion emphasis is jplaeed on the geoidgic history of 

western Cuba? in which the area discussed in this report is located.

The geologic history of the remainder of the island is tr eated briefly. 

Except in the Pinar del Rio province no attempt is made to present 

stratigraphic corr elations or detailed structural inf ormation.

The oldest positively dated rocks in Cuba are those of the 

' Jurassic San Cayetano formation. Thirteen forms of ammonites^ in-* 

eluding PerigphincteSa 'QchetoceraSs': and Atarioceras& have been iden

tified from the San Cayetano formation. Also  ̂ concretions containing 

pelecypodSg gastropods^ and more rarelyf fish and marine reptile re

mains have been found. Brown and CFConnell (1922) determined these 

fossils to be late Middle Jurassic or possibly Upper Jurassic.* Recent 

work indicates the formation is in part Upper Jurassic (personal com- 

. munication$ Robert Grantham and Roger Bradley  ̂ geologists^ Las Minas 

de Matahambre  ̂ Pinar del Rid# Cuba), The San Cayetano formation is 

referred to as the "basement complex” of Cuba.

A 1937 publication by Vermont proposes the name San Andres 

formation to include both the San Cayetano and Yinales formations. He 

refers to the San Cayetano and Yinales formations as facies of his San
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Andres formation. This was done because the Upper Jurassic-Lower: 

Cretaceous boundary was exceedingly difficult to define in most places^ 

and because Vermunt considered the phyllites and sandstones of the San 

Cayetano fbrmation to grade into the limestones of the Vinales forma- 

tion= . Howeverj the present writer retains the older nomenclature since 

the later has not gained widespr ead recognition or usage- ;

The San Cayetano formation crops out in western Cuba and on 

the Isle of Pines- South of the Organ Mountains the formation is covered 

. by Cretaceous and Cenozoic. sediments., It is assumed that the San 

Cayetano formation is continuous in the subsurface under Batanabo Gulf 

to the:Isle of Pines where the formation reappears as the Pinar schisto, 

An estimated 10g 000 feet of sediments e f the San Cayetano formation is  

exposed between the town of Vinales and the north coast of Cuba near the 

town of CayetanOo Lewis (1932)$ however# claims the thickness to be 

between 10̂  200 feet and 20̂  000 feeh

The general sWke of the formation ranges between north 70° 

eastg and north 30° east,

. The San Cayetano formation consists of highly colored shales^ : 

argillaceous sandstones,, quartzitesg phyllites9 schists, and a few lime

stone beds. A prominent limestone bed fairly high in the section has 

been hamed the Gerbna marble (Lewisf T.9321 This unit crops out along 

a narrow belt striking eastward through the Pinar del Bio province  ̂

between,the town's of Pinar del Bio and Guanê  and Pinar del Rio and
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Serpentinitesg harzburgites<, gabbrosg dioritess and granites 

of .pre-'Upper 'Cretaceous age intrude the San Cayetano formation (San 

Martin  ̂ 1951). These intrusive rocks occur in the shale hills north

west, of the centrally situated Organ Mountains  ̂ and many of the large 

serpentihite intrusions include huge blocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous 

sedimentary rocks,

■ Ho Jurassic rocks have been identified east of the Pinar del : 

Bio province^ The absence of latest Jurassic and earliest Cretaceous 

beds? and the greater deformation of the San Cayetano beds in this ar ea 

indicate possible deformation and erosion during this time. This is not, 

however  ̂ in accord with the work of Termunt (1937), who considered 

the San Cayetano and Vinales formations to represent continuous deposit • 

tioh throughout IJpper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous time.

In early Cretaceous time an interval of uplift and erosion pene- 

plained the deformed San Cayetano formation. By late early Cretaceous 

time most of Cuba was submerged, and thousands of. feet of limestone 

were deposited on the peneplaihed San Cayetano bedsc This limestone 

is called the Vinales f ormationg and is equivalent to the Aptychus for>* 

mation in eastern Cuba.

During middle Cretaceous time volcanic activity increased.

This activity was greatest on the western end of the island where many 

calcareous tuffs are found, indicating under-water deposition. .Vermont-
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' (1937|.called these beds the Tuff series. These beds lie conformably -. - 

bn the Vinales beds? and in turn are unconformably overlain by the 

Upper Cretaceous Habana formation. The series includes volcanic 

porphryitess diabases^ vitric tuffs  ̂ tuffites^ tuff breccias^ radiolariah 

chertsf and gr ayish-blueg well-bedded limestoneso Vermunt places the 

age of these beds as post- Lower Cretaceous and pre-Upper Cretaceous.

In late Cretaceous time the island again rose above sea level 

and remained emergent until early or middle Eocene time. Gentle 

folding took place during this time. Upper Eocene deposits have a 

maximum thickness of 000 feet, and include conglomeratesg agglom

erates^ and tuffs which overlie the Cretaceous strata. The basal con

glomerate commonly contains fragments of serpentihite# and fragments 

of the Vinales limestone in the Pinar del Rio province.

In early and middle Oligocene time the island is thought to have 

been emergent, subsiding in late Oligocene time to receive some I? 200 

f eet of calcareous deposits. The island became emergent in Middle 

Miocene time? then resubm erged in late Middle.Miocene time. During 

the latter submergence about .1, 700 feet of limestones and marls ac

cumulated. This period of sedimentation was followed by general 

emergence in late Miocene times accompanied by intrusion of serpen- 

tinites and extrusion of volcanic rocks.

Uplift was intermittent and by the close of the Pliocene the 

uplift had ceased. Marine deposits of Pliocene age. accumulated locally^



and the discrepancy in dip between the Miocene and post-Miocene beds 

, is small. ,

Submergence in late Pleistocene time produced the many keys 

and islands now located off the coast of Cuba, These features are 

actually a part of the continental platform separated from the land mass 

by partial submergence of the continental shelf . The entir e coastal 

plain and shallows between the keys and the island proper are composed 

of Recent marlss lime fragments,, corals, and foraminifera. There 

are some siliceous sands, near outcrop areas of igneous rocks,

A generalized picture of the formation of Cuba is presented in 

figure & , ; S :. :-
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5. GEOLOGY OF PINAE- BEL EIO

#  1} Gem#al Structural Geology:. '' ' '

The principal structural feature of the Pinar del Bio province 

is an anticlinorium which strikes' northeastward  ̂ approximately parallel 

to the northwest coast of the province. The structure turns almost due 

south near . Guanes and hends almost due east in the vicinity of Vinales. 

Thus the anticlinerium is arcuate with its convexity toward the north-* 

west5 and it rises and plunges along its axis.

The Sah Cayetano formation lies northwest of the Organ Moun

tains and strikes northeastward through the province. The formation 

is characterized by northeast-trending folds whose crests are frequent

ly traced % northeast-striking faults. Northwest-trending faults and 

cross folds also occur.

' Many irregular masses of serpentinite are exposed in the 

valleys between the Organ Mountains and the shale hills to the north

west. ■ These crop out in the Valle Francisco aud in the valley between •: 

the limestone mountains and the shale hills in the vicinity of the 

Maiahambre mine. The serpentinites ar e thought to occur at the inter*- 

sections of major northeast and northwest faults.

To the southeast of the Organ Mountains the Vinales and San



by younger sedimentary rocks (figures 

7S 8S and 9). Both the Vinales and younger formations are much less 

deformed than the elder San Cayetano formation.

' (5.2) Economic Geology: . ■ ■ : -

A lauge fraction of Cubans mineral reserve is contained within 

the Pihar del Rio province (figure. 10). The materials' of economic value' 

include copper  ̂ iron? lead, manganese  ̂ and barite, as well as asphalt : 

deposits (figure 10). Some petroleum seepages are associated with the 

aSphalt occurrences. In recent years copper® asphalt, and barite have 

become targets of in tensifi^

The Vinales limestone, which is equivalent to the oil-bearing 

Aptychas formation to the east# is  reported to contain traces of oil. 

Vermuht (1937) claims no accumulations of oil are found because the 

metamorphism to which the Vinales formation has been subjeeted and 

the over thrusting in this formation do not favor economic accumula- 

tionS, ■ ; :: 'V: : ; 'v

Asphalt has been mined at several localitiesg including 

Cacaraiicara^ and areas southwest of Bahia Honda and northeast of 

CayajaboSo It is believed that the seepage of oil from the Vinales lime

stone rose into the overlying Habana formation and Lower Tertiary beds 

along faults  ̂ producing the concentrations of asphalt found along these 

/ . t r w W e , : '  y  -
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Mangatiese occurrences are sparsely scattered over the prov

ince. The more Important deposits are located near Vinales and 

Mendoza,(Burchard, 1920).. v - '■

'The copper zone is of primary interest in this study (figure 

l l)o This zone strikes approximately parallel to rock structures and 

to the north coast of the island; extending from southwest of Union?

' Mantua, and Crusellas northeastward through gansuena$ Eio .Frio  ̂

Asiento Viejo, Francisco, Grammales, and Matahambre in that order. 

The. zone terminates in the vicinity of Malas Aguas.

Many of the ore bodies within this zone are aligned along, or 

lie  just north 0% the shaly zone in the San Cayetano formation. The ore 

bodies commonly occur in clusters of two to five or six (figure 11). The 

locations of the clusters ar e believed to represent the positions of in

ter sections of the northeast faulting associated with the shaly zone and 

the northwest tension faults. .v'  ̂ • '•

The copper ore bodies in the Pinar del Rio copper zone are 

structurally similar. They are pipe-like bodies which generally plunge 

in a northerly direction, ' : ,  \':: '

The minerals at the Bosch and Matahambre mines include 

chalcopyrite^ pyrlteg galena, and sphalerite. Pyrrhotite is sparingly 

pr esent in the deeper portions of the Matahambr e mine. The relative 

percentages of these sulphides vary from mine to mine. Sphalerite and 

galena are abundant in portions of the Bosch ore body, but are pr esent
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in very small amounts at Matahambreo Secondary enrichment is also 

variable^ No enrichment occurs at the Bosch mine  ̂ but the upper levels 

of the Matahambre mine produce chalcocites covellit@? malachite  ̂

azurite ,̂ and chrysocolla„ Mo data, are available for other mines in the 

region.- ' ' ; : - .• ..

The Matahambre mine h&8 been responsible for the bulk of the 

copper production from this zone  ̂ and numerous smaller properties 

have contr ibuted the r emainder o



S o  G E O L O G Y  o f  T H E  G O T O  F R A N C I S C O

■ i ' (loll" General Setting: v,: : ;  : ' -V ; '

■The Goto Francisco comprises an area of approximately 20 

squar e milesg and it includes a portion of the Sierra de Los Acostas8 

Sierra; de Francisco^ the; Valle de Luis Lazof and the entire Valle 

FranciSCOo A portion of the shale hills to the northwest of the Valle 

Francisco is included in the Francisco region (plate I)„,

Jn the Goto Francisco the limestone mountains trend northeast 

and bend toward the east in the northea$tern part of the area. The dip 

of the Vinales beds is to the northwest and generally 25° or less. The 

limestone overlies the San GayetanO formation which strikes north

easterly and dips northwest with an average dip of about 45°« though 

local deviations are frequent.

Several small serpentinite bodies occur in the Valle Francisco. 

These bodies appear to dip northwest at a slightly greater angle than the 

bedding. Most of the bodies are in alignment with iron oxide outcrops 

and sulphide bodies along a northwest direction.

(6.2) Rock descriptions*.' '

Descriptions of the rock types found in the Goto Francisco are



contained in the following section» These rocks represent the San 

Gayetano and Vinales formations., the igheons rocks^ and the iron ox* 

ide material. The lithology of the formations present in the Goto 

Francisco is discussed more or less on a regional scale. The thick

ness and extent*- general lithology* and weathering characteristics of 

the rocks are described^ and microscopic descriptions of the rocks in 

■  ̂the immediate area are:ihcluded.i ■.■ ■ ■

(6.2ol) Sedimentary Rocks. : -

Sedimentary rocks in the area inclttde the San Gayetano and 

Yinales formationSp The San Cayetano formation is variable lithological- 

lys and microscopic descriptions are limited to the most commonly oc

curring rock types; the phyllites* sandstones^ and quarfzites, - The 

Vinales limestone is generally uniform in composition* texture* etc, * 

and variations from area, to area are only briefly discussed.

■: / i' / (0* i . 1) Sah Gayetano foriiiation<> • . - :

1 a. Thickness and extent.

The San Gayetano formation is thick and variable in character. 

An estimated 10* 000 feet of this formation is reported between Vinales 

ahd Cayetano. Lewis/(1932) writes that between 10s 200 and 20*000 feet 

is exposed, and the base is not exposed. The San Cayetano formation



is found only in the Pinar del Rio province and on the Isle of Pines 

; (figure?)* : . : / 7  ; '

The various litholdgic units of the Sail Cayetano formation are 

very local9 and in many cases may not be traced more than a few tens 

pf feet (plate Vin A) o The writer was told a shale member at the 

Matahambre mine was observed to grade laterally into a pure quartzite 

within a distance of 30 feet (personal communication  ̂ Robert Grantham 

,. and Roger Bradley). : ^ 7  ^

b. General lithology. ;

The rock types contained within the San Cayetano formation 

range from a pure# well-sorted ,̂ fine-grained sandstone to dark-colored 

quartz-chlorite phyllites* Rock types include mica schists^ quartz 

schists^ shalesg slates^ sandstones,, and metaquartzites. Limestone and 

marble (Gerona marble) layers are locally present and occur near the 

top of the formation* These calcareous beds*, /however, do not crop out 

in the Goto Francisco*

c. Weathering. ’7 .' 7 - : ;v

The San Cayetaho beds weather to form a mature topography. 

Elongate Or roughly conical hills With up to 500 or 600 feet of relief are 

dissected by a dendritic drainage pattern. The sandstones and quartz- 

* ites form the ridges previously described^ and the less resistant shales



and phyllites weather to produce the intervening valleys.

On the surface^ the San Cayetano beds weather to various shades 

of redg orangeg blue or purple  ̂ brown, yellow  ̂ and green. In places 

the bedSg, particularly the more fissle members^ present a varigated 

appearance. With red, purple  ̂ and maroon being the dominant colors.

The .predominantly chloritic matrix of the phyllites is commonly 

weathered out, and the remaining fine quartz grains are held together 

by a clay matrix. The phyllites and shales,-, where weathered  ̂ produce 

muds and clays containing little or no preserved rock structure. In 

general the rocks exposed to the surface are soft, clay-like, and vividly 

colored. Underground the same rocks are various shades of gray or 

black, " ' - ' ; /

d. Rock descriptions in the Coto Francisco.

1) Megascopic, In the Goto Francisco the lithology of the San 

Cayetano formation varies as follows from the limestone mountains 

northwest toward the Bosch mine across the stratigraphic section, . Im

mediately adjacent to the mduntains is the Valle Francisco, . This valley ' 

averagesrahbut 1 mile in widths and is bounded on the northwest by the 

first row of shale hills. Outcrops are infrequent in this valley  ̂ but 

exposures occur along road cuts, paths, and creek beds. For the most 

partg the San Cayetano formation consists of slaty or phyllitic beds in- 

terbedded with thin sandstone or quartzite layers in this area. The



sandstone is altered locally to quartzite- by the serpentinite intrusives.

From the Valle .Francisco, northwest to the proximity of the 

■Bosch mine,, the San Cayetano formation is an extremely variable in~

; terbedded phyllite  ̂ slate# sandstone-quartzite series; ,,-The beds, are 

iocally severely folded and faulted̂ , and the individual units may be 

projected only generally. Just southeast of the Bosch mine a thick 

phyllite member is exposed. This member dips rather steeply to the 

northwest and is severely folded and faulted. The intense folding is. . 

diSharmonic and does not extend into the more rigid sandstone and 

quartzite.

The beds strike northeasterly and a major fracture zone is 

contained within the phyllite. The rock is dark gray or black. The 

' phyilite seGtion has an exposed thickness of approximately 300 feet, 

and grades up section into a series of interbedded sandstones. phylliteSs 

and shales very similar to the section between the Valle Francisco and 

the phyllite unit. This varied sequence of rocks extends northwest to 

the top of the next chain of hills# just northwest of the mine. .Here the' 

beds are very sandy. They contain very little Shaiy material and 

weather to a light«purplish or reddish color. These beds are consider

ably less folded than the phyllite beds. This lithologic unit extends 

northwest toward the Gulf of Mexico as far as the area was mapped by



2) ' Microscopic*\ ' i:;'"

L Sandstoneo As observed In thiii section the sandstones in 

the area contain from 85 to>99 perc^it quartz  ̂ Hematite and clay 

minerals usually make up the rest of the rock. Bock fragments are 

: commonly:contained:and-zircons are r a r e y ' • u : ^ - v  s  ̂ '

The quartz grains in the sandstones are sub'angular. In. some 

sections the grains were Speckled with clay minerals. The matrix in 

the sandstones consists of clay minerals^ sericite^ and chlorite^ which 

collectively do not exceed-15 per cento Some of the quartz grains are 

notably strained, and coarser recrystallized quartz occur s along healed 

fractures- Small amounts of intergranular hematite and hydrous iron 

oxides are common,

■ ': ii> . Quartzite.*1 - ybe quartzites show sutured quartz .grains

Which are slightly largier than the quartz grains found in the sandstones. 

This texture is typical of metaquartzites. The quartz grains make up 

from 95 to +99 percent of the rock. The individual grains are often 

' strained or fractured. The inter granular material of the quartzites 

usually consists of finengrained chlorite or clay minerals,, with minor 

amounts of sericite.

iii. Phyllite, Of the phyllitic rocks examined microscopically^ 

' subangular quartz: grains' comprise between 20 and 50 percent of the 

rock. The average quartz content is 35 percent. The quartz grains



are s #  in a matrix of chlorite^ sericite^ arid clay minerals which com« 

prise 40 to 60 percent of the rbek0 Galcite is present in amounts up to 

15 percents usually as isolated blebs. ' The matrix material appears to 

"flow" around the quartz grains  ̂ and occasionally closely spaced shears 

parallel to the axial planes Of the mierofolds occur. In some sections 

the sericite has recrystallized to form muscoyite flakes which are 

aligned with the shearing in the matrix. This phenomenon sometimes 

occurs in sections taken in rocks adjacent to hydrothermal veinSo

Euhedral pyrite is present in small amounts (up to 1 percent).

A few spheroidal patches of chalcedony are present in the phyllltesg and 

intergranular hematite occurs in amounts up to 30 percent in weathered 

specimens. . ' \ - :::

The relative abundance and distrihUtion of the minerals com.- 

prising the phyllite are yariableo For example  ̂ one thin section con- 

tained calcite$ 30 percent^ quartẑ , 50 percent  ̂ and muscovite8 20 per

cent. These minerals were segregated into distinct bands* with ealcite 

\and quartz'bands 'alternating with quartz^muscovite bands®

. - : (6. gq 1 .2)- Yinales formationc

v . ' • ' .' a.- Tluckness and extent. ' V  .

The Vinales limestone which makes up the Organ Mountains 

extends as a narrow mountain chain along the central part of the province
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from just south of the town of Guane to a point just southeast of Bahia 

Honda (figure 7). Here the mountain chain terminates^ and a similar 

range; located some 10 miles to the north  ̂ trends parallel to the coast

line and extends to the Habana province.

In the Goto Francisco the Vinales limestone reaches a thick

ness of, approximately BOO feet. This is quite possibly only a fraction 

of its original thickness® since Lewis (1932) reports. the Vinales forma

tion to be about 2g 000 feet thick in other localities in the province.

b. General lithology. .

The Yinales formation is mostly a dense,, light- or dove-gray 

to bluish-gray limestone,, frequently cut by. small calcile veinlets. The 

formation is generally very uniform Jn appearance  ̂ lacking any marker 

beds or other identifiable features which might be used in correlating 

members within the formation. However, some sandy layers were 

seen at an undetermined distance northeast of the Matahambre mine in , 

the vicinity of Bahia Honda. Here the limestone is sometimes thin-bedded 

and regularly faulted. Dip slopes are common in this area.

The limestone is typically fine to very fine grained and com

monly breaks with a cdnchoidal fracture. . In specimens examined from 

the'Valle Luis Lazo andthe road to Vinales. a red material identified ' 

as hematite was observed within calcife veinlets which cut through the 

limestone. The hematite was also found in limestone specimens from



Portales and Los Acostas$ where it occurs as minute red flecks sparsely 

scattered throughout the rocko The hematite whs probably ihtipoduced 

by surface waters upon weathering. Weathered specimens exposed to 

the surface generally contain much more hematite than fresher speci

mens. The iron oxide has migrated along fractures in the rock, and • 

often fills in around eoarser recrystallized calcite grains present in 

the veinlets, : . " : - ;' - ■  '::

At Por tales the rock is dark gray in color, and very fine grained. 

The limestone contains numerous coarse calcite stringers- At Mendoza  ̂

a short distance to the south of Guane$ the Yinales limestone is locally 

called a marble. The color is variable^ the predominant colors being 

pinkg whit% and grayg. with thin streaks of darker gray and black. The 

rock contains distinctly crystalline patches as well as numerous calcite 

/veinlets,;'-' :

Another pr omihent feature at Mendoza is a ’ ?marblecakeT ’ or 

swirled appearance common throughout the rock. Alternating dark and 

light bandsf arcSg and swirls characterize the rock. Upon close exam

ination faint fractures may be seen along thecenters of the lighter bands. 

From these nearly invisible fractures surface solutions worked outward* 

bleaching the adjacent material.

The limestone at Mendoza was formerly quarried for building 

and road mantle purposes, ^ : /
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The Vinales limestone weathers to a light-gray or pure-white 

color with patches of rusty brown stain. A distinct weathering feature 

is the Cali%a hueoo@ or "hole limestone," This consists of a deeply 

pock-marked surface developing on the exposed limestone due to the 

effects of surface weathering. The limestone forms highg fairly steep- 

sided hills (plate VII A)„ The steepness of the hills may be attributed 

to the humid climatic conditions udw prevalent in the ar ea. These hills? 

where eroded into fairly small moundSj are called mogotes.

Solutional activity has obviously acted on the limestoneg as 

evidenced by the many caves8 stalagmites and stalactites^ and collapse 

features present in the rock. However# these features were not nec

essarily formed under the present climatic conditions*

d, :Bock descriptions in the -Goto FranciscOo ■ '̂  v' :

. ’ 1) Megascopic. At the settlement of Los Acostas in the Goto 

Francisco,, the Vinales limestone is light gray# moderately fractured#

. and rather 'distinctly, crystallineo Hematite is found along the irregular 

fractures. In addition to these fractures# there is another set of very 

thin# str aight and parallel shear s which are filled with calcite. Some 

of the larger of these are quartz-filled# and the.adjacent rock material 

resembles white chert with occasional red and brown colorings# but



this 1$ due to silicification of the limestone. These-"pseudo-chert" 

nodules range in size from a fraction of ah inch to 6 or 8 inches in di

ameter» The limestone in places has a sheeted appearance due to the 

weathering along very thin nearly horizontal fractures which have been 

■ . subsequently filled with hematite, There is also a series of parallel . • 

calcite stringers and lenses normal to these hematite sheets.

Several specimens of Vinales limestone were collected in the 

Valle Francisco^ but it is  difficult to say whether these specimens were 

in place. The samples range from dark greenish gray to brownish green 

in colorg and are crystalline® They contain the ubiquitous calcite vein« 

lets as well as scattered patches of a light«greenish-yellow or greenish^

: 'brown;calcite,^ / ; \

2) Microscopic. In thin section the Vinales limestone is typ

ically fine to very fine grained  ̂ and contains few or no constituents 

other than calcite. Quartz. is present in some sections^ but does not 

exceed 1 percent. A trace of tremolite was seen in a few thin sections. 

The limestone is usually fracturedg and recrystallization of the calcite 

has occurred along these breaks. . The quartz' grams3 where present^ 

occur most commonly in these healed fractures. Coarser crystalline 

patches occur in some specimens. These areas comprise from a few 

percent to 50 percent of the rock. The grains in the coarser, re- 

crystallized areas show a slight preferred orientation. ■
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Supergeyie hematite is  freqiiently preseat in the caleite veiiilets®

-One stylolite showed the hematite to be filling around the ealcite grains

within the stylolite= Several such occurrences were see% and it is

belieyed that the hematite was introduced by ground water during

1 weatherings, and filled in around the calcite grainSo . The hematite-filled ,

veinlets offset older hematite-free veinletSj. again suggesting their later

introduotion«

' . ■  .One specimen^ taken on the Camino Real in the Valle Francisco^ 

contained abundant foraminifera. This specimen also contained a minor 

ambunt (less than 1 percent) of detrital quartz grains and about 5 per

cent of the rock was made up of detrital plagioclase feldspar fragments 

twinned on the albite law. The feldspar is andesitic in composition 

(Ang^gglo- ■ The association of detrital quartz and feldspar with 

foraminifera suggests a shallow-water near shore depositional environ-

;

' j(6 . 2. 2) Igneous Bocks. ' y / \

' ■' hewis (1933) stated that granite^. diorite^ and serpentinite bodies

occur in a belt of frontal hills in the Pinar del Bio province0 While no - 

granitic or dioritic rocks were seen in the Goto Francisco^ serpentinite 

and other igneous rocks are present and several exposures occur in the 

Walle;Franeiscpa./: '  ■ : ■ ; ;

Intrusive rocks in the Valle Francisco include serpentinitess



tremolite schist5 aa4  a brecciated intrusive hyalocrystalline andesite. 

JU1 of these rocks might have been derived from a peridotitic magmatic 

. source=: ' - ; ' : ' '

' (6 0  2 . & gerpentinitea \

a= Megaecqpie. ,

. . The serpentimte body e2q)osed on the La Legua River mm -the 

bridge on the Camino Real to Francisco is typical of many serpentinite 

intrusives which crop out in the Valle Franciscoo The coarse-grained 

serpentinite is in contact with the quartzitic and phyllitic San Cayetano 

beds. Both the intrusive and the quartzitic host rock are greenish in 

color—the serpentinite is a dark greenish black, and the quartzite is  

a lighter gray green. The coarser grained serpentinite has intruded 

the quartzite^ and angular fragments of the quartzite may be seen with? 

in the injected rock. ; v ' -' ' - '-v

The serpentinite weathers to a pale-yellowish-green color. 

Sometimes serpentine minerals have been removed from the rock# 

leaving boxworks of quartz and caicitev The fresh-material is greenish . 

black# and occasional bastite pseudomorphs may be seen randomly 

scattered throughout the rock. The rock is extensively fractured and 

slickensides are present on many of the fracture surfaces. The fresher

i; materiarhas:bem quarried for
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' . . ; . ; ' In thin section the serpentinite is seen to vary only slightly

from locality to lotialityo At the site in the Valle Francisco where 

the roek was quarried for road ballast the serpentinite consists of a. 

well-developed network of antigorife (50 percent) surrounding isolated 

/ patches of serpophite (35 to 40 percent)- The serpophite is massive,, 

almost structureless. Some oriented bastite pseudomorphs after 

enstafite are present^ and the original enstatife cleavage often re*, 

mains. Magnetite is  present in the antigorite matrix and composes 

S percent or 4 percent of the rocko

(6. TremOlite schist. ■, : .

- a.' Megascopic. ■ ' - ' : : :.■ />

A tightly folded and fractured. intrusive tremolite schist is ex

posed on the road between Fesquera and the Bora mine. The form of 

the intrusive is irregularly sill-like,, and locally the material seems to 

have been injected lit-par-lit. Quarts veinlets locally form boxworks 

in the schist and enclosing quartzite and phyllific beds. The alteration 

of the injected material to tremolite probably took place after intrusion, 

as lit-par-lit injection indicates fluidity greater than a tremolite mass 

would possesso ...

Turner and yerhoogen (1851) state that ultramafic rocks not
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infrequently become completely converied to magnesian schists as the 

climajc of deformation develops« Tremolite may be formed from 

serpentine by the addition of caleimn carbonate  ̂ carbon dioxide# and 

silica to the original serpentine rock. The resulting talc# dolomite  ̂

and silica might be farther converted to/tremolite and carbon dioxide. 

The. necessary additions, to the serpentinite could readily have been 

furnished by the intruded San GayetanO formation.

; y h. M i c r o s c c # i C o ^ : ■ ' ,■

In thin section the rock is seen to cbnsisf entirely of tremolite. 

The very faint green color suggests Some of the tremolite may be 

Slightly ferrous; Keedles of this material are aligned with similar 

orientation on the limbs of tight microfolds. In the cores of these folds 

and along minute fractures# the tremolite is not as acicular# and the 

Stubbier crystals have a rahdom briehtatlom

(6 20 2o 3) Brecciated intrusive hyalocrystalline andesite.

a. Megascopic. , _ ,

The Cuyaguate|e River dissects an igneous rock in the Valle 

Francisco which is  not revealed elsewhere in the area. The rock is 

intrusive and has baked the enclosing quartzitic beds of the San Gayetano 

form ation.The intrusive is irregular in shape; 'it is approximately ,';
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elliptical # th  fingers and lobes extending into the host rock. The in- 

trusion measures about 15 by 30 feet on the surface^ with its long di

mension parallel to the strike of the enclosing sediments.

Two phases of intrusive material are evident* one much finer 

grained than the other. The finer phase appears to have been intruded 

by the coarser, : : ; - •

b= Microscopic.

In thin section the specimen is  composed of anhedra of andesihe 

; (15 perpenfg' augite ;(5 percent)*'' chlorite ps endomorphs after olivine 

(10 percent)* and lithic fragments up to 2 mm. in size. The lithic frag

ments include mostly glassy to hyaloporphyritie rocks similar to the 

coarser grained matrix* as well as a few politic rock fragments. These 

minerals are set in a microcrystalline matrix of partially sericitized 

plagioclase With minor drthoclase.

Some of the pelitic fragments are associated with pockets and 

veinlets of finely crystalline quartz. The hyaloporphyritie and glassy 

- rpeks,-;;''wkî e;::mclpsed'by the matrixs show evidence of recrystalliza

tion to spherulitic feldspars with turbid brown glass. Galcite (1 percent) 

occurs as isolated blebs of granular crystals or as patchy single crys

tals. Some may be derived in part from pyroxene. v
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,(6» 2. S)- Gossan Maierlalcy . '

(6» 8,1) Location and extent. ■

' '; Outcrops of masBive hematite are located on Iron Mountain  ̂ a

few hnndred feet south of the Bosch mine? and smaller masses crop out 

at several localities farther from the mines The outcrops on Iron Moun

tain assume approMmately parallel vein-like patterns averaging 50 to 

1 feet in length and 15 feet in width-(plates I and IV). The veins strike 

northeast. and are arrangedLside % side so that they are oriented as 

: rungs of a ladder. The ladder vein pattern is  much less distinct away 

from the mine areas as in the Valle Francisco and on the high hill to the 

:■ southwest of Iron . Mountains ■ :

The depth of the unaltered material^ if present at all® cannot 

be estimated With any degr ee of certainty^ but considering the climatic 

conditions prevalent in the areas the zone of surface weathering might 

possibly extend to a depth of 100 feet or more. In the report on the 

Bosch mine prepared for the Matahambre mine® the author of that re« 

port States  ̂ "We ran one resistivity line over the outcrops southeast of 

the min% and found such high resistance that we believe that the mate

rial is all oxidized, and that few or no sulphides remain. n

; One hole was sunk to an estimated depth of 40 feet, and the

samples from the bottom of the hole resembled the surface material^

except for the presence of sparse potash feldspar crystals and more
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atoundaiit barit^ within the iron oxide..

. -;~ vv-(6̂ 3o | ,  2):' Description and composition.

color the hematite and associated limonite ranges from red 

to bla.cl% through shades of orange and browm The larger masses 

weather on the surface to black or brownish-black, with occasional 

iridescent patches of brilliant red# bluef purple  ̂ yellow; and green. 

Most of the hematite is massive and spongy. In some areas 

the oxide material appears as typical sulphide gossan, with boxworks 

and hematitic and limOnltic assemblages cutting the country rock.

Much of the hematite occurs as float which ranges in size from 

small pebbles to boulders 15 or 20 feet in diameter. The boulders are 

concentrated in the arroyos. Hematite boulder float from the veins was 

analyzed, and the two analyses reported 63. 84 percent and 64.11 per

cent iron (Miller^ 1941). In addition to the iron oxide content the 

boulders'eontaJn:'barite7and'<partz veinlets; commonlyas’ coarse box- ' 

works. The smaller pieces of float often contain much barite^ and re- 

niform and botryoidal goethite occurs in minor amounts.

Specimens of hematite from the pit which had been sunk about 

4 0  feet vertically into an iron oxide vein r e v e a l  ( f r o m  deepest specimens 

only) orthoclase Crystals. This mineral occurs as sparse euhedral and 

subhedral crystals measuring l / l6  to l/2  inch in length which are 

perched in solutiorial openings and vugs within the hematite.



' (6,20 3o 3) - Structure and origins ■ ‘

Mot all of the hematite occurs as floato The outcrops observed 

in place display a subtle banding or foliation which is considerably 

steeper than the dip of the beddingo The dip of this structure is  often 

60 or 'iO0/  suggesting that the intrpduction of the source material for 

the hematite might have been along faults* which occur abundantly in 

the country rocks and which often have a dip of 60° or 70°.

. The iron oxide exposed on the.Loma de Hierro appears to have- 

been derived from a vein system of some iron-bearing primary mate

rial which has a pattern similar to veins at the Bosch mines The belief 

that the iron oxide r epresents the weathered product of vein material is 

supported by the relationship of the iron oxide to the wall rock/ The 

hematite veins are often sandwiched between northwest- dipping faults 

in the enclosing sedimentary rocks (plate IX B), Their lateral (north

east-southwest) extent is  governed by the smaller shear fractures^ and 

the contacts are quite sharp in some places. The oxide bodies8 then5 

appear to he tabular forms which dip northward.: This is precisely the 

form of the oreshoots within the Bosch ore body. The concentration of 

iron suggests a reactive gangue material originally occupied the veins®

A carbonate such as siderite might upon weathering produce the iron 

oxide now in,: evidence ;̂./and ;̂ would also, serve to precipitate iron result- ■: 

ing from the breakdown of pyriteo Siderite is present as a late phase
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mineral i» the Bosch ore body*

; ' , (80 3) Structure; ' '

. . ^ : :  '■ ."■■ : ' /  -  '

The dominant struetee in the Goto Francisco is a northeast^ 

erly trending anticlinal arch  ̂ on the Hanks of which are superimposed 

numerous smaller anticlines and synclines with appr oximately the 

same trend (plate 11% This major anticline is located immediately 

northeast of a highly iron-stained hill-, locally called La Loma de 

Hierro ,̂ and extends at least to the eastern limit of the ar ea mapped.

Its crest may be traced along the first range of shale hills northwest 

of the Valle Francisco? and' dips on the southeast limb are variable? 

ranging between 30 and 60os The adjacent synclinal axis is  marked 

approximately by the initial rise of the shale Mils from the valley floor- 

In the Valle Francisco the strike of the beds is  northeasterly? with a 

reasonably uniform dip of 30° to 40 to the northwest. TMs attitude is 

maintained across the valley to the face of the limestone cliffs formed 

by the Vinales formation which •overlies the San Cayetano formation. 

Dips on the northwest limb of the anticline range from 15° to 4Q°o Only 

one of the subsidiary anticlines wMch occnrs on the northwest f  lank of 

the major structure is  of sufficient size to be presented on the struct 

' tural overlay and cross sections (plates H and IH). TMs structure
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coincides with the second belt of shale hills northwest of the Bosch 

mine- The synclinal axis between this smaller anticline mid the major 

anticline pcciirs in the str eam valley between the two belts of shale 

hills- From the crest of the lesser anticline the dip of the beds pro- 

; gressiVely decreases as the section is tray'ersed northwestward toward

the CMf of Mexico-  ̂ . ■>''

Southwest of La Loma de Hierro the major anticline sags® the 

limbs spread  ̂ and a structural basin is formed across this trend (plate 

. - ni)- The basin is approximately circular and the beds dip inward from 

: all directions to form a basin about % miles in diameter- To the south-

west of the basin the beds appear to dip away to the southwest^ but due to 

the sparsity and condition of the outer opSg this is not conclusive- This 

point marks the western lim it of the area mapped-

Minor folds lying on the flanks of the major structure vary . 

substantially in sizes and range from a few inches to more than half a 

mile- The major portion falls between these extremes^ many of them 

measuring a few tens of feet across0 Regardless of their size, most 

Of the folds are aligned along the regional northeasterly axis-

: - - The'physical character of the beds has influenced the amount 

and to a iesser  extent the type of folding now displayed by the beds- The 

less competent shale or phyllite members show ptygmatic folding  ̂ iso

clinal foldings squeezing of individual layers on the limbs of folds$ and 

such secondary features as sheeting parallel to the folding and sehistosity-



The sandstone^ quartzite .̂ and quartz-schist units are not so strongly 

folded. Often a shaly member may be Severely folded between two 

much less disturbed quartzite layers. This disharmonic folding is 

most clearly observed in the phyllite unit southeast of the Bosch mine.

The Vinales limestone is folded to a lesser degree than the 

San Cayetano formation. These folds are gentle and commonly on a 

broader scale than those of the older San Cayetano formation. The 

average strike is northeasterly$ and dips taken in the limestone vary 

from 0° to 25° or 30° to The northwest (plate I). Occasionally dips of 

50° to 60° were reeordedg but the segments with these dips are sus-* ' 

pected of being large slump blocks.

The difference in magnitude of the folding in the San Cayetano 

and Vinales formations indicates an oldera more intense period of defor~ 

mation affected the San Cayetano beds prior to the deposition of the 

Vinales limestone. A later, less intense period of deformation involved 

both the San Cayetano and Vinales formations®

■V. (6. 3. B l / F a u l t i n g . : ; -  ;  ̂ ;  , ■ v. ^

The faulting in the. Coto Francisco is closely related to the 

folding just described. In the San Cayetano formation the major faults 

strike northeast. A large fault follows the axis of the major anticline, 

extending through the structural basin northeast across La Loma de 

Hierro (plate III). It is uncertain whether this fault extends northeast



beyond this point. Several major faults which extend in the same direc

tion were mapped* One of these is exposed along the crest of the anti

cline northwest of the major structure^ and can only be traced for about 

mileso ■. - v

Two partialiy exposed faults are located in the Valle Francisco® 

These structures also trend northeasterly^ and are exposed chiefly in 

the areas of serpentinite®

:. ‘ ; ' (The majority of the northeast- striking faults dip northwest at • 

a high angles some approaching the vertical. Due to the extreme lack 

of uniformity of the lithology of the San Cayetano formation^ the dis

placement of the beds may not be positively ascertained^ but appears 

to be small®

A major tensional fault set trends northwesterly at about right 

angles to the bedding. These faults are. rarbly well exposed. / Small 

tension fractures^ some of which are quartz-filled^ parallel the major 

faults. One of these tensional breaks passes through the locality of the 

Bosch mine as a Wide zone of fractures rather than a single break. It 

is significant that this structure coincides with 1) the ore body at the 

Bosch. mines;; 2} the iron oxide outcrops on Iron,Mountains and 3) a 

serpentiniie exposure in the Valle Francisco® The fault has probably 

localized all three of these features.

m addition to the major faults^ a conjugate shear system is 

developed (plate IV). One set of shears strikes west-northwest^ the



other strikes north-northeast. The west-northwest set of fractures 

generally dips to the northeast at 65 to 70° (figure 1% but dips on 

some fractures are reversed^ i. e»> to the southwest^ The north-north^ 

east fractur es are not as well developed and generally dip northwest at 

35° to 60°s but the direction of dip is  less constant than for the west- 

northwest-trending seL The conjugate shear system was important in 

the localization of the oreshoots within the Bosch ore body.

All faulting observed in the San Cayetano formation with few 

minor exceptions was normal. , % :

Faults in the Finales limestone ar e more clearly exposed be

cause of the lack of cover and the steepness of the limestone cliffs, . 

They strike generally northeasterly^ but the faults are of a different 

nature than those encountered in the San Cayetano formation in that 

they dip at low angles and often deflect to the gently warped bedding 

planes. These appear to be thrust faults^ although drag in the beds is 

not readily visible.

(6,3.3) Structural History. , ' %

The lithology of the San Cayetano formation indicates deposi

tion in an environment oscillating between brackish-water or near "Shore 

swamp conditions and shallow sea off-shore conditionso Accumulation 

of shaleSg siltsg and sands was followed by a period of deformation by 

forces which are thought to have acted along a northwest- southeast



direction^ and which produced long sinuous folds that presently char

acterize the area. Coincident with this folding were formed the ex

tensive northeasWrending faults which are concentrated along the 

drests of 'the, ahticilneSe . This -distuAance also" produced the conjugate 

shear fractures^ which commonly assume an en echelon pattern.

It is possible that the intrusions of serpentinite were introduced 

at this time, these serpentinite bodies are roughly elliptical and sill- 

likes and their long dimension extends northeasterly. The inirusives 

were probably introduced along the northwest-dipping faults in the San 

Cayetano beds,

; ' ■: After the deformatipn of the San Cayetano formation the area

underwent a period of erosion and the region was peneplained (figure 

12)g followed by submergence of the area and accumulation of the 

Vinales limestone and younger sediments on the leveled surface. 

Limestone beds in excess of 2. 000 feet in thickness were deposited. 

Deposition was followed in time by a general emergence of the area? 

and another period of diastrophism probably in Upper Miocene time«

This second period of deformation was not as severe as the previous 

one which had deformed the San Cayetano beds8 and it mildly affected 

both the Vinales and San Cayetano formations.

The forces responsible for the deformation of the Vinales 

limestone are believed to have been active from the southeast and/or 

the northwest;, .
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The la,ter disturbance caused a slight readjustment on the 

faults produced by the post«4Jpper Jurassic movement  ̂ but the renewed 

movement produced displacement on the scale of from a few inohes to a 

few tens of feeh

With either the Mlooene or a later deformation the rocks in 

the Goto Francisco assumed a synclinal structure (figure 1% The 

limestone formerly covering the shale hills to the northwest of the 

' present Organ Mountains no longer remainse Erosion is eating rapidly 

at the steep-sided limestone mountains^ and has cut deeply into the 

shale hills, which are topographically as high as the mountainso The 

valley between the limestone mountains and the shale hills has become 

; broader as the lini' t̂pne;':ivaS--ef o.ded;baî '. to its present position south** 

east of the Valle Francisco® Erosion has apparently proceeded at such 

a rate that the dendritic stream pattern developed on the shale hills has 

been maintained along with the more typically old age features of the 

Yalle Franciscoc, The flat Valle Francisco closely resembles the in- 

termontane valleys such as the Valle Luis Lazo where the limestone 

has obviously been more recently stripped by erosion (plate I).



7o MINE

. (7e'l), Previous History?

It is reported that mineralization was first noted in the Francisco 

.area during the Cuban Revolutionary War (late 1890?s)g and the,first de-t 

nouheements were filed in 1903 (Mi!ler# 1941), A total of 12 denounce^ . 

ments were fileds and composed the old Francisco Mining Group. In

1915 the Pinar del Bio Mining Company was formed  ̂ and this company 

initiated the development work on the property. After approximately 1 

year of development work was completed^ , the company succeeded in ob

taining the aid of a backer who .formed the Francisco Mining Company to 

take over the mining operations.

The Francisco Mining Company operated the property from

1916 to 192(L During this time two exploratory shafts and later a main 

Shaft some: 400 feet in: depthv^e^s were developed -v.

from this shafts each about 100 feet apart.

Various sources of information claim the copper assays ran 

between 3 percent and 8 percent^ and there was reportedly 100̂  000 tons 

of developed ore in sight. Apparently all work done on the property 

during that tihae was developmental in naturev

In 1921̂  the aforementioned backers who was principally a
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sugar barons lost a great deal of money in the sugar market crash of 

that same yes m s  forced to cease

operations^ and the lease reverted to the Pinar del Rio Mining Com**

pany

This situation was still in existence when the lease to a portion

of the total property was obtained by La Minera Occidental Bosch, 8. A= %
in 1952,- ' ; : v " . ,

(7,2) Reports:

Sr. Alberto Quadreny reveals that he examined the property 

several times from 1917 to l920? during which time he was a govern

ment engineer (Millerj, 1941). Aiso :̂ ©avid P. Maybery refers to the 

Americans who brought to Cuba a complete staff of mining engineers 

and geologists to study the Francisco copper mines (Miller^ 1941),

This group apparently made a  complete study of the property. Yet 

neither, of these parties produced a written report of the area# or - 

least no record of such a report is to be found.

At the request of Sr, Ruisa"che% Walter R. Miller, consult-. 

ing geologist^ Chicago  ̂ Illinois^ submitted a report on the. Francisco 

Group of Mines. This report included what information was collected 

by Mr, Miller during four days in the fiel«% and a good deal of time 

spent accumulating reports^ statements^ or documents of persons 

familiar with the Francisco Group of MineSg and who appeared qualified



to contribute evidence on which/Ms conclusions were based, This report 

was submitted in October 1941f and has proven very useful to the pres* 

ent writer for contained maps and for the history of the Francisco area= 

In 1952s a report was prepared by a field mans presumably a 

mining engineer or geologist® from the Matahambre mihe  ̂ which is 

located some 17 kiioiheters (10 miles) to the hortheast of the Francisco 

mine. The examination of the property included "detailed geologic 

mapping of the surfaces plus a program Of geophysical exploration" 

which apparently failed to produce the desired results. The author 

recommended that the property be dropped from consideration. This 

report is concerned with the Francisco mine exclusively^ whereas the 

Miller report covers the entire Francisco Group of Mines.

jGther than these two reports^ no information pertaining to the 

Francisco mine could be found or is believed to exist.

(7/3) Surface Geology: '

The Bosch mine; formerly known as the Francisco mines is 

located between two ridges of shale hills some 2-1/2 miles to the north

west of the; Los AcostaS range of the Organ Mountains, The mine work

ings lie on the northwest flank of the large anticline described in the 

discussion of the geology of the Goto Francisco.

In the immediate vicinity of the Bosch mine the San Cayetano 

beds strike approximately north 5S° east with dips ranging locally from



essentially horizontal to vertical. The average dip is estimated to be 

between 40° and 90° to the northwesto

The beds in the vicinity of the Bosch mine are folded into en 

echelon anticlines and synclines® The distance from the axes of the 

synclinal troughs to the axes of the crests of the adjacent anticlines 

ranges from about 200 feet to better than ly 000 feet as shown on the 

structural overlay map of the ar ea (plate ¥|o

The intensity and type of folding of the beds is determined by 

the lithologic character of the rock involved. The San Cayetano forma

tion in this locality consists of interbedded sandstones^ shales9 quartz-, ■ 

itesg slates^ phyllites® and schists. These rocks are finely inter layered 

and it is difficult to trace any particular unit for an appreciable distanceo 

Howevers. certain zones are consistent enough that they may be used to 

a limited degree in determining the structure of the rocks.

A Sequence of phyUitiC rocks is  exposed some 400 feet souths 

east of the mine shaftg striking appr oximately north 55° east and dipping 

northwest toward the mine shaft (plates IV and VI)« The width of the 

outcrop is about 160 feets and the dip of the quartzitic rocks enclosing 

this unit is about 60V Beds within the unit are contorted^ and isoclinal^ 

ly folded with numerous shears parallel to the axes of the folds.

Another phyllitic members less uniform lithologically and more 

difficult to trace, extends parallel to the former^ and is located several 

hundred feet northwest Of ‘the first (plate V)0



The phyllitic zoness especially the first one described^ are 

extensively faulted %he faults are of negligible displacement and dip 

steeply to the northwest. They splinter and weaveg and often a single 

fault with considerable apparent displacement cannot be traced for any 

appreciable distance. The wider fracture zones are usually zones of 

closely spaced shearSg and small parallel fractures are abundant.

Excluding the phyllitic bedsg the San Cayetano formation in 

■ this area consists of sandstones and quartzites interbedded with phyllite^ 

schist* and occasionally slaty or shaly lenses# The dips of these beds 

are extremely variable^ and are often locally to the south. Faulting of 

the beds is similar to that in the phyllitic bedsf but the faults are 

flatter# usually about 50 ? and appear to dip only slightly steeper than 

the bedding so that they frequently deviate to the bedding planes.

A structural break of major proportions transects the area 

from the crest of Iron Mountain northwest toward the Bosch mine. The 

iron oxide outcrops^ the Bosch ore bbdyy and an area of abundant quartz 

float are aligned along this direction. On La Loma de Hierro  ̂ or Iron 

Mountain  ̂ the iron Oxide occurs in a single^ or occasionally double# 

vein which trends northwest and cuts the San Cayetano beds almost at 

right angles '(plate, .

TMs break passes thrdugh the mine workings a short distance 

to the northeast of the shaft. It is probably responsible for the develop

ment of the arroyo to the northeast of the mine shaft. If extended still



farther the structure would pass through an area of extremely abundant 

quartz float. The quartz is milky whiter massive^ bull quartz containing 

no trace of mineralization^ and was necessarily derived from a vein or - 

pipe of considerable widtho The break was probably instrumental in the 

localization of the iron oxideg, the Bosch ore body% and the numerous 

wide quartz veins, ; - "

: C?o-4} Subsurface Geology°

(7.4.1) Faulting. , , - -

The subsurface geology largely reflects that seen on the surm 

£aceg and the remarkable discontinuity of the faults is more readily ex-* 

posed by the mine 'workings.' ;The m o# striking structures, are the ■ 

prominent northeast-striking faults and the conjugate shear fractures 

may also be seen clearly underground.

Individual faults are often extremely variable in widtho On the 

first level of the mine$ about 150 feet below the surface^ a large fault 

zone is about 20 or SB feet wide? and strikes north-south (figure 13).

The dip is west at about 70oe On the second level, just 100 feet below 

the'first* it is impossible to distinguish which of the many Smaller faults 

: actually corresponds to that of the first level. In this -instance* the 

fractured fault zone has converged- downward into a narrow shear' zone0 

Generally^ the fault zones appear to diminish in width as they are
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traced downward. Thus a substantial fracture zone becomes a single 

fracture of minor proportions with depth. This condition holds true 

throughout the mine-? the net result being that the ore is  restricted to 

narrower fissur es on the lower levels of the mine* The massive ore 

does not occur on the fourth level of the mine because there are less 

extensive fractured zones throughout which the ore fluids might have 

spread, . v

A superficial look at the faulting Within the ore body gives the 

impression that the ere has been faulted, out adjacent to the fault wedges 

which commonly contain the richest ore. The slickensides on the 

sulphide ores and the rocks containing them are approximately hori

zontal̂  and in places the displacement measures only a few feet. This 

Indicates that readjustment witMn the rock r esulted in just enough .: . . 

movement to produce the slickensides on the previously deposited ore. 

This also accounts for the fractured ore found throughout the mine. 

Examples of these fault wedges may be seen in stopes uAn 
. and between the.firSt Und second 'and: second and third levels re - .;

spectively (figures 13'’ and 14)-. At both of these locations the steeply 

dipping northeast and northwest-trending shear fractures cut north

west-dipping faults to form wedges whose apexes plunge northward.

' Ore mined-, from these. Wedges was of much higher grade than the av

erage-ore grade. The concentration of ore in wedges may also be seen . 

on a much smaller scale throughout the mine (figure X 5).
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-(7,4,2} Ore Controls,  ̂ J '

Localization of the ore shoots is due largely to four factorSg 

three of which are structural and one which is stratigraphic. Struc

tural influences include:  ̂ ^

1 ) the northeast faulting  ̂ which dips northwest usually slightly 

steeper than bedding, but often deflects to the bedding ■ : '

• ■ planeSg " - / / ;

8 } the northwest s^ucturai break approximately normal to the 

northeast faulting, which passes^ as nearly as can be de«=> 

termined;, through the mine workings a few hundred feet 

east of the shaft, ,

3) the smaller, steeply dipping shear fractures which strike 

west-northwest and north-northeast and intersect the, north

west-dipping faults to form wedge or fan-shaped fracture, 

patterns getienally having their apexes toward the north, \  

The stratigraphic control is,the fractured northwest-dipping phyllite-. 

quartzite contacts which may be seen cropping out to the southeast of

the shaft : : ' -  .-----  '

The MiUer report (1941) states that the phyllite belt is more 

favorable to ore deposition than the adjacent quartzite, and that the 

solutions ascended upward along the phyllite-quartzite contact and re

placed the phyllite* However, no evidence that the phyllite is favored



for ore deposition over the quarizite was found by the author. The ore 

body does not occur within the phyllite, rather in the interbedded phyJL- 

lite-quartzite section above the actual contact. This apparent indif- 

ference to lithology was also noted by the geologists at the Matahambre 

mine .(personal communication ,̂ Robert Grantham and Roger Bradley)=

■ The large transverse structure and the phyllite-quartzite coh« 

tact are believed to form the deep-seated passageway along which the 

ore-bearing fluids concentrated. The difference in competency between 

the phyllitic and sandy or quartzitie members resulted in intense frac

turing along this contact  ̂ providing a highly permeable area suitable 

for the more concentrated flow of ore fluids. The ore body lies mostly 

within the more quartzose beds above the phyllite-quartzite contact. 

Since the major structures are at approximately right angles to one 

another? the ore channelway? and consequently the ore bodies?, have a 

pipe-like form (figure ! 6 )« The general plunge of the orebodies is 

r oughly that of the phylilte-quartzite contact.

The ore is richest in the shattered apexes of the northerly 

plunging sliced already described. Stringers of ore extend down into 

the fractures below the intersection of northeast faults and the shear 

fractures. yWithin the wedges the ore-extends to the boundary of the 

wedge? and "very, little sulphide material replaces the wallrock adjacent 

to the fractures forming the limits of the wedge. Values extend upward 

from the apexes of the wedges and gradually diminish as shattering
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decreases away from the apexes. Within the apexes massive chalqopy- 

riteu, pyrites sphalerite^ and less commonly galena completely replace 

the slices of rock in the wedge. The rock above and below the wedges 

is often totally barren of mineralization.

V (f. :4.:S) Shape of the.Qre Body. ■''

The ore body is an irregularly shaped coalescing double pipe 

(figure 16). This pipe-like habit is typical of the ©re bodies at the 

Matahambre mine and other smaller properties in the region. Above 

the first level the dip of the oreshoot is 35° to 40% and below this level 

it steepens to 45° or 50°= The dip continues to steepen only slightly to 

a maximum of about 60° or 65 . on the fourth level. * The two limbs of 

the1 ©re body are not entirely separate/ but locally merge. One might 

visualize the ore body as a Single pipe whose center section is of lower 

grade mineralization. Between the first and second levels the pipes 

coalesce and the mineralization is fully as strong as the average for 

the ore body. The pipes pinch and swell as traced downward  ̂ and be

tween the third and fourth levels the southwest limb of the ore body 

broadens laterally as the southwest boundary of this limb swings sharp

ly outward (figure 16), .' /  ■ r

Ore values decrease as the mineralization is restricted to 

narrow veihlets at depth. The northeast pipe contained a pocket of 

very rich ore just above the third level; but the grade is much decreased



v by the fornrth. leyieio Ore values terminate between the third and fourth 

levels-'.: . • ' ■■ :■ v;' ■ - . . 't--:

(7-4. 4) Zoning in the Ore Body-

Zoning effects adjacent to the mineralized area are subtle.

The only notieeable zoning consists of a discontinuous halo of drusy 

pyrite on the outer fringes of the ore body- The halo is most con

spicuous surrounding the "Bn stope between the first and second 

levels- This feature was present at other localities^ but does not 

occur universally throughout the mine. The writer does not consider 

this feature a positive indication of adjacent mineralization.

(7. 4. 5) Sulphide Mineralization and Paragenesis-

Sulphide minerals present in the Bosch ore body include pyrite^ 

chalcopyrite? sphalerite^ and galena. Associated with these sulphides 

are quartZj siderite^ and minor amounts of chlorite and serieite.

There are two ages of pyrite present. The earlier is con

temporaneous with quartz and is replaced by later sulphides* principal

ly chalcopyrite and galena. This pyrite is generally the finer grained 

. '-and is anhedral. ' The grain size ranges from .015 mm. to 0.1 mm. The 

later pyrite typically takes the form of euhedral cubes# and may replace 

earlier sulphides  ̂ usually chalcopyrite and sphalerite. The coarser 

pyrite ranges from 0.1 mm. to 1 mm. in Size.
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The chalcopyrite occurs as irregular blebs or stringers in a 

sphalerite hostg usually r eplacing the early pyrite. Pyrite "exploded 

bomb" texture rimmed by chalcopyrite is not uncommon (plate XHI A). 

Slender  ̂ oriented needles of chalcopyrite averaging VQ5 mm. in length 

may be seen also within the sphalerite host. This is apparently an 

exsolution phenomenon  ̂ and in a few places the rims of the sphalerite 

grains appear to have been drained of the exsolved chalcopyrite to form 

ihtergranular blebs or rims. The chalcopyrite and sphalerite are so 

intimately associated that difficulty is encountered in separating these 

minerals in benificiation (plate XE B).

Galena grains are fairly coarser up to 1 *1 / 2  mm. in diameter 

: and this mineral 1 0  largely restricted: to the lower- portions of the ore 

body. The stope between the third and fourth levels in the west limb of 

the ore body contained massive galena, but elsewhere in the mine the 

galena forms small stringers and veinlets replacing and cross-cutting 

earlier sulphides. In places the galena-sphalerite relationship appears 

mutual. The galena commonly replaces the late euhedral pyrite crystals 

or larger pyrite masses.

The sulphides were followed by the introduction of a late quartz 

phase and a siderite phase. Although these minerals are clearly post

sulphide# their mutual relationship was not ascertained. /They were .;. 

probably mor e or less contemporaneous^ with the siderite being slightly 

later. These minerals occur as massive replacements of the sulphides
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and as irregular veinlets cross-cutting the sulphides,

' of the;mteersds Is as foUowst

y . T I M g •> ■

■ q i i ^ ' V - : ;L 
pyrite i — ' ■ ■ 

elialcopyrite ——.—  ____

sphalerite ' ; '

galena - \  ■

sMerite ; —

The important elements present in the ores of the Bosch mine 

include irons copper? zinc9 lead, and sulphur. Such an assemblage of 

elements is a common one in ore bodies of this type. The paragenetic 

sequence of ore deposition indicates iron and sulphur were first to 

segregate from the ore-bearing fluid in the form of pyrite® followed by 

an iron-copper-sulphur phase precipitating to form chalcopyrite. This 

phaseg or another closely following it# contained zinc as well, and 

sphalerite is therefore closely associated with the chalcopyrite. The 

final sulphide phase included zinc, lead, iron, and sulphur, and the 

minerals formed were sphalerite and galena® Ore textures suggest ; 

lead and sulphur were available to form galena after the zinc had been 

exhausted or ceased to deposit. Iron must also have been available 

after zinc was used up, but was itself depleted before all the galena
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had crystallised.;

.■ ■.v ,(7»4^6) :4it6ratioh^ v : : ■ v - ' ;

The wallroek surrounding the Bosch ore body has been affected 

by 1) the addition of pyrite  ̂ 2) the introduction of siderite,, 3) the forma

tion of sericiteg and 4) a minor amount of chlorite. " , ' ■

■ The spotty sheath,of finely crystalline pyrite was probably in

troduced with the quartz-pyrite phase that preceded the later sulphides. 

Most of the pyrite occurs in areas surrounding sulphide veins.

The siderite5 so common as yem material in the lower portions 

: of the ore bodyg has locally replaced the wallroek adjacent to the, veins.

Serieite has comhaonly formed immediately adjacent to quartz 

veins^ or occasionally siderite-sulphide veins. In places the serieite^ 

and less commonly muscovite^ have formed in sheared wallroek in

clusions in the qnartz veins.

■ ■; There Bas also'bden-a'minor'amount of chloritization of the 

host rock adjacent :to;quartz and sulphide veins  ̂ but the chlorite is com*' 

fined mostly to the late #artz veins.

. -: (7.5) Weathering: '

; ■ .' ' The: oSy^sagergene alteraticnt::of • sulphide minerals Was that Of

chalcopyrite and pyrite altering to malachite^ azurites and limonite. 

Specimens of theSe minerals are exposed in the creek bed north of the



mine shaft. Small amounts of very fine-grained azurite were taken from 

the upper limits of the ore body in stope ”An on the first level of the 

mine where the stope reaohes to within 40 dr 50 feet of the surface.

' Oxidized material was not observed elsewhere in the- mines- The ap

pearance of the carbonate in this stope probably represents the first 

stage of alteration due to surface weathering. Ground water produced 

the oxidation  ̂ carbonationg and hydration of the sulphides as it perco

lated downward from the surface.

■There is a noticeable lack of leaching in the mme$ -even in the 

: uppermost portions Of the- ore body. The effects of secondary enrich-- 

ment are nih In an area subject to such climatic conditions as are 

present in this portion of Cubâ  one might expect weathering effects to 

be intense,, and indeed they are in the case of the iron oxide outcrops 

near the mine and in numerous other instances in the region. It seems 

odd that there is nothing to compare .with-these effects m the Bosch ore

The writer proposes that these effects are lacking because the 

actual zone of mineralization was never exposed to the surface#..and the 

ore body terminates at a depth of 40 to 50 feet beneath the surface.

Thus the sulphide minerals would have been largely protected from the 

Surface weathering effects. This would' also explain the lack Of a prom- , 

inent surface capping. A previous report described the hill over the 

ore body as slightly reddish in color§ as contrasted to the surrounding



gray hills. The hilltop has since been stripped to facilitate surface aCm 

cominodafcidnSo The presence of a hill is significant^ especially in this 

climatic zone where weathering often proceeds rapidly. Silicification 

resulting from the displacement of silica quite likely rendered the 

area immediately surrounding and above the ore body more resistant 

to weatherings, thus causing the topographic high over the ore body.

V: : ' Post-mine limoriite occurs abundantly throughout the mine

workings, and in places coats the' walls of the drifts with a thick crust 

of the brown oxide. Iron migrates along fractures and faults  ̂ carried • 

in solution by subsurface water, and is precipitated in the hydroxide 

form. The iron is furnished by the abundant pyrite in the or e body 

which has been decomposed by the action of ground water.

(t. 6) Geochemical Survey of the Mine Gossan:

The capping over the Bosch ore body is only faintly perceptible.

■ The hill over the deposit differs only slightly in color from other hills ■ ' : 

tin the. area.'.,As. pointed out previously^ the hill consists- of. phyllite and t 

-quartzite'beds 'wWch are- folded' and; fractured. No major faults are ex- , 

posed on the hillg and quartz veinlets of meager width (1  inch or less) 

are present! The rocks do not appear to have been altered hydrothermal- 

%  as ho bleaching  ̂ silicification^ sericitizatlong or chloritization are 

evident. The rocks are no more strongly metamorphosed than those 

elsewhere in the area.



Sixteen samples of iresh rock wem collected from this Mllg 

the samples being more or less randomly spaced. The total copper 

content was determined and expressed as parts per million. The ' 

samples yielded from 0  to 2 0 0  ppm; (parts per million) totaLcopper.

The values recorded are accurate within about 30 percent (personal 

communication  ̂ F= A. Michel/ Jr. }. These values were plotted on a 

map showing the position of the ore body (figure 17)=

The highest copper concehtratibns were situated directly over 

the ore body, - These samples/yielded about 180 to 200 ppm copper.

The 'higher values' wore.fringed by lower values^ which in turn were 

surrounded%wb^ j  '  ̂ "

The Bosch ore body terminates within 40 or 50 feet of the sur

face, but how closely this factor is related to the absolute amounts of 

copper present in the surface rocks is difficult to say.

The results obtained from the survey at the Bosch mine do not 

establish the amount of copper in the rocks necessary to constitute an 

anomaly. Experience has shown that such an amount r elative to "back

ground” rangers variabieTor different^areas^ and :of course for dif- 

■ ferent elements, v To’the writer® s knowledge no geochemical work has 

been done in the Pinar del Rio copper belt. Without such work, 

especiaily in view of the limited number of samples and the small size 

of the area sampled by the author  ̂ there is no. established background 

against which to compare results. However$ since the background
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would appear; to W essentially zero in the limited area sample%' and.. ' 

because of the geometric pattern furnished by the samples^ the writer 

considers the values shown On i%ure 17 to represent a significant 

anomaly. This method as. applied-to prospecting for undiscovered ore 

bodies in the Pinar-del Rio copper belt warrants' farther investigation,

v (7, 7) Origin of the Ore Body: ;

V . ' /rv ' \  ■■ /  ;

The writer believes the ore body at the Bosch mine was derived 

by precipitation from ascending solutions. The ultimate source of these 

solutions may have been the peridotite magmag •in which case the fluids 

would have been hydrothermal,, On the. other hand, the fluids might ■ . 

have their source in the connate water picked up from the enclosing 

sediments by the intruded peridotite0 The serpentinization process 

might liberate the metal content of the peridotite by breakdown of 

primary silicates: and perhaps the rejnobilization of primary sulphides. 

Either situation might result in the production of fluids at depth beneath 

the site of the Bosch'ore body, which presumably ascended and de

posited their load in the form of sulphide minerals.

The natur e of the sulphide veins is suggestive of such a mode 

of emplacement. C ertain fractures within the host rock have been the 

v sites of ore accumulation and deposition  ̂ and others are barren. If ;



ascending ore-bearing fluids are invoked for ore emplacement^ it is  

easy to imagine certain fractures in the country rock intersecting the 

path of the rising fluids, while other similar fractures did not.

V'' 1 The .distribution of the mineralization in.the ore body also .

suggests’ emplacement by ascending fluids. A  s t u d y  of polished sec

tions of the ores of the Bosch mine reveals a definite paragenetic 

sequence. Later sulphides replace and cut across earlier sulphidesg 

indicating several distinct periods of sulphide introduction  ̂ Introduc

tion of metallic sulphides by successive stages of ascending fluids is a 

well-known and often-reported phenomenon. Galena is definitely later 

than the" other sulphides^ and occurs in the lower portions of the ore ■ ’

' body,. If galena were Introduced late by ascending fluids it might be 

expected to precipitate in the lower portions of the ore body upon en

countering the earlier deposited sulphldeSo

Alteration of the wallrock adjacent to the ore body includes 

the development of serieite and chlorite^ the addition of pyrite? and 

the later introduction of siderite. In most instances# alteration of the 

wallrock extends outward from the quartz-sulphide veins for no more 

■; • than a few inches, ; The formation, of such features requires heat# .which • 

is most readily attributed to ascending hot fluids.



. ' (7. 7.2) . Temperafee of Emplacement,

Investigations of the possible temperature of formation of the 

Bos eh ore body produce incongruous results. In this section the writer 

pr esents the results of the investigations^ and seeks to reconcile some 

of the rather contradictory conclusions.

', The- sphalerite. geothermdineter method of Kullerud (1953) was 

the 'temperature of form^idn of the sphalerite in the 

Bosch or e body. ■ Because of the; abundant pyrite associated with the. 

sphalerite^ iron saturation is assumed. Cell sizes determined from 

five sphalerites are indicative of a very low iron content, 2  or 3 mole 

percent. This corresponds to a very low temperature of formation  ̂

approximately 150^ . ;; ' ^ "

: Exsolution blebs of chalcopyrite in the sphalerite suggest the 

chalcopyrite was at one time in solid solution with the sphalerite and un« 

mixed upon coolingo This unmisdng * takes place at 350°C to 400oC 

(Buerger# 1934). The cell-edge determinations made on sphalerite 

thus indicate a temperature of formation of about 150°C while the ex- 

solution textur es of chalcopyrite in sphaler ite would seem to indicate 

the sphalerite and chalcopyrite were at one time in solid solution with . 

one another at temperatures in excess of 350 C.-. :hv.Vt/

Wallrock alteration adjacent to the sulphide veins is slight, ha 

most instances the rock is not altered farther than a few inches from



the. veins... This is interpreted as indicative of low temperatures* The 

sericitization and chloritization of the wallfock does not require tem- 

peratures in excess of BOÔ C or 300oC (Schwartz? 1939).

■ v It; is generally/recognized that exsolution, of sulphides is ac

complished very rapidly (Edwardss 1947). Slow cooling# for example 

of a solid solution Of chaleopyrite in' sphalerite^ produces discrete 

grains of the two mmera.ls0 Rapid cooling produces exsolution slivers 

and blebs of chaleopyrite in the sphalerite host. As the sphalerite 

crystallizes the chaleopyrite is "shunted" toward sites of chaleopyrite 

accumulation  ̂ quite often (111) or (1 0 0 ) planes in the sphalerite. Once 

the chaleopyrite has reached a bleb* it has a much lesSer tendency to 

migrate along the erystallographie direction in the sphalerite to the - 

boundary of the grains (Baker* i960). But the chaleopyrite in solid 

solution at the borders of the sphalerite grains migrates directly to 

the grain boundary. With sufficient cooling timeg the rims of the 

sphalerite grains are "drained" of chaleopyrite^ but with insufficient 

cooling time the boundary of the sphalerite grain may take on a purplish 

color.: said by Buerger •, (1.934) to r epresent the trapping of submicro- 

scopic: chaleopyrite:on: its way to the crystal boundary to form, inter- 

granular blebs. Buerger (1934) demonstrated that the sphalerite im

mediately surrounding a chaleopyrite bleb would take on the purplish 

color if the specimen wer e heated above 350 G or 400 C and quenched 

rapidly  ̂ indicating that the chaleopyrite had diffused from the



chalcopyrite bleb into the sphalerite host. If the elevated, temperature 

is held long enough befor e quenching the formation of new$ smaller 

blebs around the older bleb ensues*

v Chalcopyrite at "the Bosch mine occurs as distinct grains which 

are pre-sphalerite^ and as exsolution blebs and needles within the 

sphalerite* The exsolution texture of chalcopyrite in the sphalerite re

quires some explanationo If the sphalerite formed at about 150°C as 

indicated by cell-edge determinations^ it formed at temperatures far 

too low to dissolve the chalcopyrite^ #and the exsolution blebs require 

" another explanation. If; temperatures' of the sphalerite and adjacent' 

pre-sphalerite chalcbpyrite grains were raised by-the introduction of a 

later hydrbthermal phase (for example the later galena-bearing phase) 

to just ovbr 350 C# diffusion of chalcopyrite into the adjacent sphalerite 

grains would take place; (Buerger  ̂ 1034). If this temperature here held 

for even a short 'period the rapid diffusion rate. of the chalcopyrite would. ■'. 

place an appreciable amount of chalcopyrite in the sphalerite. It is not 

difficult to conceive a temperature drop of a few degrees (from perhaps 

355 C to 350 C or lower) taking place over a relatively short time.

Perhaps the drop in temperature might be rapid enough to preserve the 

exsolution texture of chalcopyrite in the sphalerite host.

to explain a particular discrepancy in temper

ature of formation, this theory also raises some questions; which requir e 

attention. First, if the chalcopyrite were heated to 350oCs which is the



minimum temperature necessary to produce solid solution of the chal- 

copyrite in the sphalerite^ the adjacent sphalerite would obviously be 

Seated to roughly the same temperature=' This temperature is about 

200°G hotter than its original temperature of formation. Would the 

sphalerite disorder and take the chalcopyrite directly into solid sblu« 

tion9 or would it remain crystalline and allow the chalcopyrite to dif» 

fuse along its crystallographic directions? The reaction of sphalerite 

to the temperature rise would obviously be somewhat dependent on pH 

and Ehg which could be quite different than at the time of formation of 

the sphalerite.

Another question posing itself is this; if the sphalerite were 

disordered at this higher temperature^ would it rob the chalcopyrite of 

its iron to incorporate into its own structure? If soff should not the 

ceil-edge calculations indicate the second® higher temperature of for

mation ? If the sphalerite did rob the exsolved chalcopyrite of its iro% 

perhaps the often^observed purplish sphalerite around chalcopyrite 

blebs produced upon heating represents a copper sulphide phases 

covellite or chalcocite* or bornite. The answers to these questions 

are not yet forthcoming, /  - ’

v;// An alternate explanation of the; apparently exsolved chalcopyrite 

is that of replacement of the Sphalerite by chalcopyrite along certain 

crystallographic directions, Lasky and Loughlin (1942) indicate the 

chalcopyrite blebs in sphalerite from Magdalen% New Mexico  ̂ were
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formed by Iateg copper-rich^ iron-poor solutions that seeped into 

sphalerite and acquired from it enough iron to form chalcopyriteg which 

precipitated as blebs. Baker (1960)g however  ̂ pointed out that aside 

from Biiergers experimental evidence for an. exsolution origin for chal« 

copyrite blebs in sphalerite* a strong argument against Lasky^s and 

LoughlinEs hypothesis is the requirement of copper-rich^ iron-poor 

solutions introduced into nearly all sphalerite-bearing deposits at 

about the same stage in their forihatione ;

Teas* in 1918g pointed put that the absence of blebs from low 

. temperature 1 ’shallow-vein zone'1' deposits indicates they were formed at 

temperatures below which chalcopyrits could dissolve in sphalerite* and 

might be used as a criterion to distinguish such deposits. This may not 

be valid, . <.•. • . , '

The foregoing discussion^ while setting forth several problems 

. and.furnishing no concrete answers to thenp does lead to, some general - : 

conclusions concerning the Bosch ore body. The temperature of formation

of the ore body was not great* but probably occurred in the range of 150 C
' o ' ' : " ■' ' ' ' : : ■'■■■ ■■to 400 € . This estimate is based on the sphalerite cell-edge measure

ments* the exsolution temperatures of chalcopyrife and sphalerite* and 

the wallrpck alteration. Fluctuations ih temperature probably occurred 

during introduction of the various ore phases. The discussion also brings 

up the pertinent question* what is the re^tionsMp between Eullerud8 s 

sphalerite geothermometer and later heating and diffusion effects?



ORIGINt)F TER PIIBRriBEL RIO COPPER ZONE 

(8 0 1) Introduction:

The following comments are based upon the writers observa

tions of a portion of the Pinar del Rio copper belt. This belt has a con- 

: } ; siderabl& e^  examined only isolated portions of

■., the belt between the Candida and Matahambre mines (figure 1 1 ). De

tailed geologic mapping was done in the vicinity of the Bosch (Francisco) 

mine? and reconnaissance geology was sketched in the area of the 

Candid% Boras and Matatiambr e mineso Discussions on the geology 

. of the Matahambre mine and snrrounding area were .shared by the 

t - f:: fiw rite  geologistSyat the Matahambre mined: :

(80 2) Description of Spatial Relationships of Geologic Features 
i . Associated With the Copper Zone:

In the Pinar del Rio copper zone the relative positions of the 

serpentinite exposures,, the phyllitic zone in the San Cayetano forma- 

c:v tion9 the copper ore bodies,-,/ and the iron Oxide outcrops form a con- .

) Spieuous patterno In.several instances a c.opper sulphide"body$ an iron: 

oxide outcrop, and a serpehtihite outcrop are aligned along a northwest 

directions at right angles to the strike of the San Cayetano beds. In

BO — :



view of the accepted eoncept of the formation of Cuba (figure 6 ) the north*-., 

west trend would represent a low pressure tensional direction. Breaks 

along this directionwould inter sect the bedding and also the numerous 

faults whose strikes parallel that of the bedding but whose dips 'are 

almost always s^eper to the northwest, .v ;  ̂ '

Elongate masses of serpentinite form an irregular chain of in- 

trusives following a northeasterly direction along the valley between the 

limestone mountains and the shale ridges$ suggesting that the north

easterly breaks go deepest. Similarly^ the copper ore bodies occur 

along a northeasterly trend® and most of them are very close to the 

northeast-trending phyllitie zone-between the two- rows of shale h ills.' : :v - 

' At the'Bosch and Matdhambre mines massive iron oxide outcrops occur 

on topograpMc highs just SQutheast of the ore bodies and the phyllite 

zone. : '.t ; . - ; ;  h ' " " ; ’■ ■' ' '' ■ -

(8 . 3) Origin of the Serpentinite:

' The serpentinites form a .discontinuous sill-like mass5 extend- 

ing along the valley between the limestone mountains and the. shale hills- .■ 

from the area of the Candida mine to Matahambre. and quite possibly 

much farther since serpentinite float was observed in the region soutll-', 

east..of' BaWa.:%ndae It should bê .̂ ê  serpentinites.

occur in the predominantly phyllitie series of beds which is more ex

tensively faulted than the overlying quartzitic members®



The serpentinite probably rose along pipe-like conduits formed 

by the intersection of regional northeast faulting and the northwest ten- 

sional faulting. As the serpentinite ascended along these northerly 

plunging channels  ̂ it:>wag diverted tô  and spread laterally along the 

" northeast-etriking'faultSg:- thue ;a^^  its sill-like form. Exposures

of serpentiniteg while; tending to be elongate northeast-southwest in 

' plan are concentrated where the tensional breaks intersect the north

east faulting (plate I). The ore bodies similarly occur in clusters of 

two to a half-dozen and are in some instances aligned with the clusters 

of serpentinite intrusions along the northwest trend; however  ̂ this situa

tion has not been thorpughly investigated in the field. The northwest 

tension faulting has been an important factor in the development of the 

Bosch ore body, and northeast and northwest fault tr  ends are r egarded 

as being responsible for ore localization at the Matahambre mine.

The rising serpentinite maes was diverted along those faults 

: occurrihg; ih the extehsiveiy faulted phyliitic section of the San Cayetano 

formation which is presently exposed in the valley between the Organ 

Mountains and the shale hillSo

Examination of the serpentinite bodies in the Goto Francisco 

shows the masses were relatively cool when intruded. Evidence for 

this is seen in the degree of metamorphism of the enclosing sediments. 

Rocks in contact with the ihtrusives are altered only a few inches away 

from the intrusive^ and contacts are generally sharp. Temperatures



were probably on the order of a few hundred degrees Centigrade; tem

peratures at which no peridotitic magma can exist (Turner and Verhooge% 

1960), Then the material^ when injected  ̂ .consisted of either a partially ' ' 

serpentmized masss or a comparatively cool crystalline mass of olivine 

and pyroxene lubricated by interstitial fluids.

: Completely serpentinized peridotites often consist, of a'mesh .of, 1 ;.

chrysotile veinlets enclosing cores of indefinitely crystalline serpentine 

(serpophite). This is true of the serpentinites in the Goto Francisco 

- (plate El A and B). Turner and Verhoogen (1960) claim this texture ' :• - - '

develops upon serpentinization of peridotite in the absence of shearing.

If this may be applied to the Goto Francisco., the serpentine was in

truded as a crystalline olivine and pyroxene mass at temperatures in ' 

excess of 400oC (Bowen and Tuttle, 1949)  ̂ and has been serpentinized 

subsequent to its ena^lacement. Alteration of olivine to serpentine at 

more or less constant volume (which is assumed  ̂ as observed serpentine 

pseudomorphs after olivine and enstatite indicate essentially no volume 

incr ease) would liberate large quantities of magnesia and silica^ but no 

such liberation is conspicuous in the wallrockSo However, the prolific 

quartz which fills veinlets throughout the San Cayeiano formation in the 

,, area may :haye.:bees:dermed;frOm:  ̂ serpentinization process. • Turner, 

and Verhoogen (1960) state that serpentinization is more or less an 

equal volume replacement and occurs at temperatures of perhaps 2 0 0 °G 

to 4dO°C. Olivine cannot be converted to serpentine above 500 G by .
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any means (Bowen and Tuttleg 1949).

The process of complete serpentinization of peridotite requires 

huge quantities of water; much more water than is available in a 

peridptific magmao The smaller amounts of water required for very 

incomplete serpentinization may be of magmatic origin^ and serpentiniza

tion would therefore be autometasomatico Extraneously introduced 

magmatic water derived from nearby intrusive granitic rocks is some- - 

times called upon as a source for the water needed for serpentinization .̂ 

but no such intrusions are present:in the Goto Francisco0 

'"' - /'.; The large toalority of serpentinites in; the: Goto 'Erancisco have.,.. v.

been completely serpentimzed. Turner and Verhoogen. (l960) siate@ - 

"Probably the greater part of the immense volume of water (and dis- 

. solved GOg# 8 i0 g» etc.) necessary for complete serpentinization of - 

large ultramafic bodies is contributed by enclosing water-charged geo- 

synclinal sediments ,̂ or by gases and solutions driven off and upward 

from similar rocks undergoing compaction  ̂ cementationg and meta^ 

morphism in the depths beneath  ̂ or even by an up war d stream of juve

nile water not connected with any magmatic sour ce ."

Many slickensided surfaces and some strained crystals are 

present in the serpentinites in the Goto Francisco,, These features 

might be assigned to a later period of movement  ̂ or possibly to slight 

moveinents accompanying a small volume increase upon serpentiniza*

Tipn.- :’;V . V V f v T  ■ ; V ' : \  '
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(8.4) Relationship of the Ore Bodies to the Serpentinite:

The belief that ore deposits are genetically related to magmas 

is well founded  ̂ and since the serpentinites constitute the only igneous 

rock t^pe visibly present in the areag an attempt is made to relate the 

ore bodies in this zone to them. The relationship^ however  ̂ is a vague 

oneg as the serpentinite outcrops are situated more than a mile from 

the Bosch or e body.

It is difficult to conceive that the serpentinite in the Valle 

Francisco^ the sulphides present at the Bosch mineg and the iron oxide 

;;Sour:ce m^eriS-'Were:: introduced simultaneously from a common source.

. Had this been the. case one would expect these materials to occur to* ’ ;

. gethery:;bUt ther e is no indication of igneous intrusion at the Bosch mineg 

nor is there any trace of sulphide mineralization in or near the serpen* 

finites. It seems more likely  ̂ therefore* that the sulphides and the 

serpentinite represent distinct periods of introduction.

If the sulphides and igneous intrusives indicate different periods 

of activity  ̂ the fracture zones containing them must also have been 

formed at different times. An ore-bearing fluid rising along the frac

tures which now contain the sulphides would most certainly also rise 

along the more extensive fracture zone now exposed in the Valle 

Francisco? if that fracture zone had been developed at that time. The 

reverse situation is also trueg i. e. @ if the serpentinites rose along the



v faults exposed in the Valle Franclsco they would likely also have risen 

along the faults presently containing sulpMde mineralizatidn if they had 

been developed at that time. If the ore-bearing fluids preceded the in- 

trusion of the peridptite^ and if they migrated farther up the fractures 

than did the following peridotite^ one might assume peridotite or ser- 

pentinite to be present at depth beneath the Bosch ore body  ̂ and the 

sulphides preceding the serpentinite in the Valle Francisco would have 

been eroded. But,  ̂if the emplacement of peridotite preceded the in

troduction of ore fluids  ̂ one might assume that the fracture system 

now containing the sulphide or e had not yet developed.

The copper content of igneous rocks is inversely related to the 

silica content* and the more mafic the magma the more copper tends to 

be tied up in the silicate minerals. Similarly® the solubility of sulphur 

increases with decreasing silica content in a magma. "Wilson: (1953) 

states timt sulphur in a-magma may be concentrated (upon crystalliza

tion of the melt) to O-, 2 percents at which concentration an immiscible 

/  sulphide phase is f ormed. The Sulphide phase may exist as a liquid and 

Crystallize later ih inter stides between the silicate miner als.

Subsequent serpentinization of the peridotite might release 

copper and other metallic cations by breakdown of the siiicateso Inter- 

granular sulphides^ if they were present in the peridotite in the Goto 

Francisco^ might also, have been broken down and their components re- 

mobilized by the serpentinization process/ The materials resulting



. from the breakdown of basic silicate' minerals and previous sulpMd.es . 

might furnish the components .which- were later deposited as sulpMdes

in. t h e v B b s c h p r e b o d y * . d  ^ ■

It might be argued that̂  since hydration (upon the formation of 

serpentine minerals from-peridotite) is generally an endothermic proc««- ■ 

essg it would be difficult to propose that this process would leave sufW 

; ficient heat in the rock to idissolve.'fhe materials presumed to be present 

in the ore fluids» But serpentinizatiOn might have taken place at tern® 

peratures up to 400o€ or greater (Bowen and :Tuttleg 194%, and the 

temperature of formation of the sphalerite in the Bosch ore body in^

■ dicates : a temperature considerably below 400°C-o . ,

The writer favors the following sednence of events; 1) defor

mation of the San Cayetano beds with associated faulting developing in 

the Valle Franciscog intrusion of the peridotite along the faults in 

the Valle Francisco^ 3a|:: serpentinization of the peridotite^ with more 

or less simultaneous formation of the faults which now contain the 

sulphide, minerals^ and perhaps the production of ore fluids. An alter* 

hate step for 3a|;might be 3b| introduction of magmatiCg Ore-bearing 

' fluids resulting in the serpentinization'of the peridotite and per haps 

, the' remobilizatlon of metallic sulphides. A possible source of such ■ ■. 

fluids might have been a granodiOritic magma wMch is not locally ex

posed. Such rocks have been reported elsewhere in the province (San :

: Martin^' 1951)e and the possibility of their existence at depth in the



Goto Francisco cannot be ignored, Serpentinite usually follows rather 

closely the orogenic period and all of thesev events are believed to have 

taken,place$ whatever their sequence,, between Upper Jurassic and . ' 

Lower CretaceouevtimeV.': v . .

' ■ " ‘When the ore-bearing fluids  ̂ whatever their origin$ ascended 

the northwest-dipping faults  ̂ their course might have been somewhat 

alter ed when they r eached the fractured lower contact of the phyllite- 

A portion of the totalfluid ros@ through the phyllite to form the sulphide 

body at the Bosch mine, "Whether the material from which the iron oxide ,, 

wae. derived represents'a portion of, this, same fluids or an earlier or later 

phase* it did not rise through the phyllltel. The faults containing the 

sulphides and the iron oxide are. similar in nature  ̂ and are about 500 or .■ 

600 feet apart oh the surface, ft is difficult to propose that they were 

formed at different times. H the source material for the iron oxide 

was sideritej which is present as a late phase in the Bosch ore bodŷ  

it is likely that the fluid was diverted along the faulted lower contact of 

the phyllite. Assuming that the fluid spread out along the numerous 

northeast-striking fractures and was limited in its lateral extent by 

conjugate shear fractures ,̂ a method of forming the existing ladder 

vein structure may be realised. . , . ■
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RbGIC;FQiMAflbNS IH THE GOTO FRANCISCO

The .smallg rounded;, steep-sided hills formed by the: 
weathering'of the Vinates formation are .called mogotes»

 ̂ ;y:: ;;.r :: ■ ■

' Section of the San Gayetano formation  ̂ here an inters 
bedded series of yarlgated shales^ phyllitesg and 
slates.- :Hooking to 'Z . ' • - -
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BOCK F lB H A T B B l'lN  'THE GOTO FRANCISCO

Photograph showing small sandstone lenses contained 
: within a phyllite section in the San Cayetano' formationo 
Looking west. •

The hlock ,of fracth^ed md -metamorphesed San Cayetano
qnartmte is completely engnlfed h  ̂ s e ^ # ^  Photo*
■graph taken on the :;road between the Bosch mine' and. 
Pes#era.\ Looking ndrtheasto ' h
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ROCK FOKMAf JDM 1N FHE COTo  W amCISCO

'■■■■ ' ■■■' - • A _ .

: The Cuyaguateje River forms a small .rapids where 
' V. -it flows over .outcrops of intrusive rockSo It normal* 

ly has a meandering pattern. Looking' northeast.

-  ■ . b  ; .

; Looking east at the. contact between the iron oxide , 
material (dark): and the enclosing San Cayetano for- 

: mation (light). V . V ' '  ̂ .
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A quartz-cMorite phyllite from the San Cayetano for- ' 
matidm'' .the quartz grains are set in a
matrix of fine-grained chlorite and clay. Crossed , 
nicols.; The dark bands are limonite, v ' . .  "

Vinales limestone^ fine-grained calcite grains with 
■ eoarser r :#ery#alliBed ̂ alcite occurring along'frac- - 
ture's. anCas irregular patches. .;
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PEbtOmCBQGRASBS.OE SERPENTINITE

Serpentinite under' polarized light  ̂ showing magnetite 
(black) in a host of ■serpophite and antigorite (light).

: ■ V i ;

C ' i ;/ ' : ,  V i s  ' \  '" : ' i  : ' ’

Same view as aboves under crossed nicols0 • The 
antigorite meshwork (light) 'snfrburids cores of 
)sefpophite:(dark).  ̂ . '
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: PLATE-XII , ..

PmiX)MlGBOGBAPHS OF POLISHED SECTIONS

"- ' C \  • •: v ' ; . •

• Polished' section from the fourth level of the Bosch 
mimê  ■ ‘ sphalerite (s% pyrite (py)g and 7#mrtz%z) ; 
are i l l  ebntMned;witiiin the later galem |gn^'

pyrite (cp) in sphalerite (si).
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same scale for all 
photomicrographs

0.25mm0.50mm.
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pap'TOmW W  OF I>()]LIl3lE]EaE) SECTIONS

. . .

Photomicrogr#h 8ho#8 & pyrite "exploded bomb 
ps t̂iALly :r^>laeed; by Oliticop|r^  
of sphalerite (si) and quartz (qz)„- : •

tt.
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